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SOLAR. SYSTEM 1)"
- CRIPTION
1
Sacurity State Bank
Starkville, Mississippi	 1
Alfred M. Alperin
Key Work Abs.. tract
Application Solar heating
System Type Active hot ail'
Collector Typos Plat Plata air
Collector Ma ►nufacturar Solaron Corporation
Collector Area 312 square feet
Storage Capacity 96.2 cubic feet
Building Load 46.49 x 106 BTU/year without credit
for any internal heating credits
BTU's Produced 25.56x 106 BTU/year
Building chimer Security State Hank
Starkville, Mississippi
Architect Wakeman & Martin, ATA
(a) Thomas & west
Consulting Engineer
(b) Designer-Alfred M. Alperin
Contractor Lowell Oswalt
General Contractor
Matta & Parrish
Mechanical Contractor
Introduction
This new building is a drive-in branch of the main office located on
a corner lot fronting Highway 12, near the Mississippi State University
main campus. It is designed as a modern structure with the roof supporting
the solar collectors facing approximately 4° southeast from due south.
The structure is on a concrete slab with heated space of 788 square
feet.
Perimeter walls are of Uryyit siding, 1/2" gypsum board sheathing,
4" fiberglass insulation, and 5/8" gypsum board. The root' is metal with
5/8" wood deck, 9" Matt insulation and 5/8" gypsum board. Glass is 5/8"
double bronze.
All are designed to minimize heat loss and heat gain.
The mechanical room is on an upper level walled in from the uncondi-
tioned space. This space is insulated to minimize sound and heat transfer
between the unconditioned and conditioned spaces.
Inrluded in the mechanical system is a Carrier packaged air cooled
cooling unit, located in the mechanical room with condenser inlet and
outlet air ducted to the unit. In the ductwork distributing conditioned
. air to the space is a 10 KW, two stage electric resistance heater for
backup heat.
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Design Philosophy
Heating systems in this area are usually hot air, distributed via a
ducted system with cooling. Most of the installing sbchancs are trained
in sheet metal installations, therefore, a hot air solar system seemed
to be a natural.
Flat Mate air collectors were chosen and most particularly Balaton
collectors were chosen by the designer with the Architects' permission
for the following reasons:
(a) The designer had been trained at Balaton.
(b) The designer believes the end user is best served by
solar air systems with a quality collector, as the
problem of maintenance, deterioration, freezing and
stagnation are minimized.
(c) In the opinion of the designer, equal or more BTU's are
delivered to the space by Solaron air systems, as com-
pared to liquid systems.
(d) As there was no need for high temperature, there was
no consideration of concentrating or tracking collectors.
A unique feature of this system is the rock storage vessel. This
is a steel container, exterior insulated and plastered, which runs from
floor to ceiling in the lobby of the bank. In this container is the steel
roof supporting column from which the roof supporting trusses are canti-
levered. The container will have approximately g ' x 2" of 2" screened,
washed river rock, which is 2 feet deeper than is normally recommended.
This was necessary as the cylinder is only 42" in diameter. In order to
get sufficient storage the extra depth was necessary. In order to keep
the air flow resistance at a minimum, the rock size was increased from
3/4 - 1 1/2" to 2".
Solar hot water was not included. The bank uses so little hot water,
it was not considered feasible.
Operation of The System-
The Solaron system has a special air handling unit to move air over °	 p
the collector and into the ;rock storage, with connections to the con-
ventional cooling and air duct distribution system. The motor has class
D insulation to prevent deterioration as hot air passes over it. The
heat of this motor is added to the heat delivered to the system.
Four motorized, low leakage dampers and two gravity fabric dampers
are also part of the system.
The system is designed to be automatically controlled by the Solaron
provided controller with three thermistors - one located in the collectors,
one in the rock box top plenum, and one in the return air.'
Modes of operation are:
(a) Heating from collectors
(b) Heating from rock storage
(c) Storing heat
(d) Conventional heating (Backup heat)
(3) conventional cooling
If solar heat isn't sufficient to maintain space temperature, backup
heat can come into operation in conjunction with modes (a) and (b)r
thereby, taking advantage of any solar BTU's available for the space.
A two stage heating space thermostat controls the room temperature.
Backup heat can only be eraorgized by the thermostat's second stage. A
time clock provides night set-back control.
The building cor.3truction was completed about February 1979 0
 
and
the solar system was in operation several months of early 1979 and the
full winter of 1979 and 1980.
Embedded in the rock storage system is 3 3/4" conduit with the bottom 	 {
2 feet perforated with a series of 1/4" drilled holes. These are located
so the bottom of conduit is at the bottom of the rocks, in the middle and
in the top layer of rocks, so future thermistors or temperature probes
can be located to sense rock storage temperature.
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Problems Encountered and Solutions
A. At the design review with DOE representatives, after much discussion .
as to how to keep any heat gain that might penetrate the back side of the
collectors and be detrimental to the cooling operation, it was decided
that a thermostatically controlled exhaust fan will be installed to
operate when the mechanical room reaches 95°F and the outside temperature
is above 70°F. This proved to be a correct judgement, as the attic would
have been extremely warm.
B. Prior to collector installation, a training session was held with
the installers at their shop, so the in!jtallation of the collectors went
smoothly.
C. The proper rocks, both in sizing and cleanliness, were not as easy
to obtain as we had suspected. This was probably due to the supplier not i.
realizing the need for proper screening and that sand and trash could not
be tolerated. Three different loads of rocks were delivered before they 	 'y
were accepted.'
D. The loss of two damper motors during this past year of operation
indicates that this is a weakness that Solaron needs to investigate and
determine if this loss rate is universal. They have been advised of this
loss and have replaced the motors to the contractor under warranty.
E. One of the thermistors, the collector temperature sensor, has
been replaced.
J	 4
F. The need for a better mechanical check of pulleys, bFSaring brackets,
belts, damper linkages seems in order, as some of these have had
to be tightened after operation began.
Costs
Prig: to submission of the application to DOE, a substantial not of
plans of the solar system was developed and priced accurately by Netts i
Parrish.
After the award, the plans were slightly modified and bid. The final
price was substantially the same, The total cost, including architeetual
and engineering fees and the specially designed storage box was/ 7-*!2113
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0SPACER/STARTER
DO NOT install —+
2x8 Assembly until
after the collectors
are installed
1 1 2x1VOR 0 SQ.TUBING
CONTINUOUS ALONG
BOTTOM EDGE OF
COLLECTOR ARRAY SHEATHING
ROOFING FELT IS
REQUIRED DO NOT
USE VISQUEEN
PLANS for
requirements Use lag bolts to hold starter
strip to roof truss
DWG. 1 STARTING PANELS SUPPORT STRIP
STEP 01
The builder and/or framer must install the roofing felt and the 1-112" x 1-112"
starter strip at the bottom edge of the collector array as shown above, BEFORE any
collector panel installation is started. This strip serves as support for bottom row
of collectors until hold downs are installed and also is used to ensure proper alignment
of the entire collector array. The collector array must be laid out so that it will fit
on the roof with 6" clear on all sides for cap strip support and perimeter insulation.
(see Drawing M2). Do not install 1-112" x 7-1/8" perimeter frame prior to collector
mounting.
RECOMMENDED TOOL. LIST
1/4" or 3/8" reversible, variable speed electril drill, sabre saw. reciprocating saw
or skill saw, medium slot-type screw driver, 50 ft. or longer tape measure. 10 ft. to
16 ft. tape, chalk line, square (18"x24"), 2-7/16" hex sockets for 1/4" driver, two
1/4" X 6" extensions (to be mounted in drill chuck), utility knife, pliers (standard),
Solaron pull-up tool (limited application), come-along with 30' min. cable length,
sunglasses (polarizing), work gloves, safety helmets, safety ropes b accessories
(if needed), ladders (appropriate for height of array being worked on), roof jacks
(if required). machine for lifting collector onto roof (crane, front loader, etc.),
matches or cigarette lighter, caulk gun. left R right snips, scratch awl, 5/16"
`	 did. drill bit 10" lone, Scribe.
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STARTER STRIP
(SEE DWG.1)
SEE COLLECTOR ARRAY
PLAN (MECH. DWG.) FOR
TOTAL NUMBER AND
LOCATION OF HOLES TO
DE CUT IN SHEATHING
CHAP,L TLINE OF
CAWLECTOR ARRAY
PERIMETER
PANELS MAY BE INSTALLEDSTARTING FROM WEST/EAST
ENDS OR CENTER OF ARRAY
SEE ARCH. DWG. FOR
THESE DIMENSIONS
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DWG.2 ARRAY LAYOUT ON ROOF
STEP M2
Chalk outline of actual perimeter of the collector array ont) the roofin g
 felt, as
shown above, making certain that your lines are square and plumb.
STEP 03
From plan of collector array (mech. drawing) determine location of holes to be cut
in sheathing. These holes permit access for starting collar connection between panel
and duct work (see drawing #3 b #5). The holes in the collector panels can only be
cut in the manifold section as shown in drawings 3 and 5. This must be coordinated
with roof sheathing holes. Cut roof sheathing holes 2" in diameter larger than collar
(i.e. plans show an 8 " collar, cut a 10" hole. Hole may be either round or square.
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F-31NOTE
TILT PANEL TO ALLOW ACCESS
FOR CUTTING HOLE IN BOTTOM(DUCT CON NEC TION).DO NOT
INVERT PANEL.GLASS IS )tQ.1
CLAMPED IN PLACE AND COULD
DROP FROM FRAME WITH
IMPROPER HANDLING
LAY BEAD OF DOW-CORNING
CAULKING N4. 732-CL-11 UNDER
COLLAR FLANGE FOR
AIRTIGHT SEAL
SEE COLLECTOR ARRAY
PLAN (MECH. PLAN) ----_ _
FOR HOLE SIZE
ae!
MANIFOLD SECTION
!ENGTH (To Slip On
'I	 D t 6 Clam )STARTING COLLAR	 IN, -,IV*	 IN,	 ut	 p(1V FLANGE) FOR	 (( /J
FLEX.DUCT CONN.
MUST BE INSULATION
GUARD TYPE (COLLAR	 CLAMPING RING FOREXTENDS 1 v INTO PANEL)	 SECURING FLEX DUCT
CONNECTION TO COLLAR
DWG. 3	 CUTTING OF COLLAR HOLE (method 4a)
STEP #4
Collar holes to be cut in the collector panels by one of two methods as follows:
(a) Should the location of the mounted panel prevent easy access for hole
cuttin g
 use method shown above for cutting hole before the collector
Panel is mounted to the roof sheathing. Make sure the hole you cut in
the bottom of the panel and through insulation lines up with hole already
cut in the roof sheathing.
(b) After collectors are installed securely on the roof (as per Step N5) cut
the required'holes in the bottom of each predetermined collector panel
(confirm the size R location of each hole with the mechanical plans).
•	 Any method of collar mounting requires caulking with Dow-Corning 0732-CL-11 to
form air-tight joint between collar flan ge and the collector.
i
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6^x ;^4 LAG BOLT(TYPICAL)
(6` x 14t 20 BOLTOPTIONAL)
./
PORT —
141
'1111^  '^N^
INTERNAL
HOLD-DOWN
EXTERNAL
HOLD-DOWN
"'<11h	 ROOFING /I
1A V	 FELT( SEE PAGE 16 FOR
BOLT PATTERN )	 •r..i^	 SHEATHING
ee
WASHER
',,_^--TINNERMAN NUT
(1/4-20 NUT OPTIONAL)
DWG. 4 HOLD-DOWN HARDWARE INSTALLATION
STEP N5
Referring to drawings 4 and 5, drill 5/16" holes in roof sheathing for collector
hold downs in designated places, as shown in drawing 5. Secure exterior hold downs
after collector is in place. When two panels are mated, drill 5/16" holes for the
interior hold downs after the adjoining collector is pulled tightly against the
port gasket. The gasket must be kept clean and applied to a clean surface.
i
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DIMENSIONS TYPICAL.	 .
FOR ALL MANIFOLDS
HOLE TO BE CUT IN BOTTOM
	 ^%OF PANEL FOR DUCT CONN- 	 PORTECTION (PAGE 3) MUST BE 	 (TYP.)
LOCATED IN MANIFOLD SPACE. ------HOLE NOT ALWAYS CENTERED
DUE TO RAFTERS.(TYPICAL-
ALL COLLECTORS)
HOLD-DOWN POINT(TY P.-
10 PLACES) USE THIS
PATTERN -ALL PANELS^SEE PAGE 4 Off—H-0-CU- ^.^,^......DOWN HARDWARE.
2001
JAMA
«-----
2002
DWG.5 HOLD-DOWN HARDWARE ATTACHMENT POINTS
STEP #5 (font.
Place each bolt with clamp into its proper hole (external hardware around the
perimeter and internal hardware between collector panels - see drawing 4). One
person must put a washer and a lock nut onto the same bolt from the attic side of
the roof and tighten. A 7/16" socket R 7/16" open end wrench or adjustable wrench
is recommended for tightening hold down bolts. Internal hold down should "dimple"
collector metal. Exterior hold down should catch rivet. Should the location of
the collector place the hold down bolt directly over a structural member you have
two methods of mounti l ig. 1) Discard the 6" x 1/4" bolt and use a 6" x 1/4" lag
bolt. Tighten directly into the structural member. 2) Discard the 6" x 1/4"
bolt and drill a 5/16" hole all of the way through the structural member. Use
1/4" all-thread to the required lenght and mount as described above. CAUTION -
be sure the structural integrity of a member is not affected by this method of
mounting BEFORE you start drilling.
I
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iLag Hold-Downs
Place the hold down hardware (i.e. 6" X 1/4" lag bolt with the appropriate interior
or exterior clamp) at the attachment points shown in drawing 5. Screw the lag bolt
into the roof sheathing by using a 7/16" hex socket (on a 1/4" extension) and a 1/4"
or 3/8" electric drill. Interior hold down clamps must dimple the collector metal
to hold properly. Exterior clamps should catch one of the rivet heads on the
collector. After lags have been drilled into place, a washer and tinnerman must
be placed on the tip of lag from the underside of the roof.
Screw Hold-Downs
After placing collector in position, secure in place using 4 lag bolts or bolts.
Using bugle-head drywall screws (2 3/8" MS12 or 6-20 X 1 5/16" flooring screws)
drill into the backside of the collector and roof sheathing from the attic area.
Eight (8) screws are required; four on each side near the edge of the collector.
This procedure is recommended for very steep roof angles. DO NOT use sheetmetal
screws for this application. Eight washers are also required and should be placed
on the screw before drilling.
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SIL (CONE
PORT
GASKET-
AFTER TUBE IS SEALED
(STEP e) RE-INSERT IN11
CAVITY UNDER THE
NEOPRENE GASKET
J
NEOPRENE GASKET
-RED BREATHER TUBE
1
rs^lC^ya 	 ^^i f	 "^;
_ ^^R PAC ^
SILICONE
PORT GASKET	 END CAP
1^Z_tio. a SCREWS(TYP.)( FIELD FURNISHED)
STEP N6
	
DWG. Ej PORT CONNECTIONS
nstall the silicone gasket and attach end cip with screws to the collector panel,
as shown above, making sure you obtain an airtight seal. As each panel is positioned
in its location be sure that the gasket has been properly mounted around each port
that will be immediately mated to an adjacent collector panel port. The gasket must
seat evenly around the port to insure ^,-i airtight seal.
STEP 07
Lay a bead of Dow-Corning 0732-CL-11 caulking compound around the opening in the bottom
of the collector panel as shown in Drawing 3. This is to insure an airti ght seal between
the collector and the starting collar flange. Mount the starting collar in such a
manner that will make a solid, airtight connection.
STEP #8 Relief Tube -
When collector is in place and secured, but before cap strip is installed, check red
nylon pressure relief tube to make sure it is open so that pressure between panes of glass
has had time to equalize to local atmospheric pressure. Next, seal tube by tying knot
in tube and permanently sealing end by melting and squeezing the open end closed. Now
place closed tube under neoprene gasket alon g the ed ge of the glass (see detail on dw g 6)
& return gasket to normal position.I
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F 7^
CAP STRIP
METAL-BACKED -
NEOPRENE WASHER
PRE-DRILLED HOLE (TYR)
T INNERMAN 
_****^
DWG. 7 CAP STRIP ASSEMBLY
STEP M9
After all the collectors are in place and secured, coordinate with builder to install
1-112" x 7-1/8" frame assembly around perimeter of array as per drawings 8 and 9
(mounting cap strip and flashing). Flashing must be installed before perimeter
sealant and perimeter cap strip can be installed.
FIELD-DRILL MATCHING
HOLES (COVER AND
	
'L. COVER PLATEWOOD FRAME)
TYP.-CORNERS22' I.G. CAP STRIP	 F8
/— (TYPICAL SHORT MEMBER)
75 `LG.CAP STRIPY ^Y
l TYPICAL LONG MEMBER)
•CROSS* COVER ATE
..	 DOUBLE BEA / OF SEALANT(DOW CORN)PG NQ, 732-CL-11 TO
^— FORM W EAT14ERPROOF SEAL
AT JOINT/BEN COVER PLATES
ARE INST LLED (TYPICAL)
I	 /
•	 1 1	 ' T ' COVER PLATE
RELIEF TU 1S^EALED AND
	
I	 REPLACED/ NDER GASKET
SE	 G	
6 (TYPICAL
ALL PA Nye S)
1 1/2x7 1/; ± 1/ S NAILER FRAME(EHTIRE
	
I	 /
PERIMETER OF COLLECTOR
ARRAY) INSTALLED TO INSURE
`^ \	 ^^^	 I	 A SOLID,WEATHERTIGHT BASE
i	 FOR INSTALLATION OF CAP
` `^f	 \	
STRI
P^^
	 F LASHING(SEE DWG.  
NAILER	 \ \ I
^JlDWG. $
CAP STRIP COVER PLATE INSTALLATfON
STEP N10
Referring to Drawings 7 A 8 start installation of cap strip. Cap strip is mounted with
2-;i2" screws and metal backed neoprene washer. Place screw with washer through pre-
drilled holes in cap strip. See Drawing 7. Turn the screw into the tinnerman clip
approximately 3 turns. Place cap strip so that each edge is lined up on collector glass
gasket evenly with nut plates under glass enclosure lip. By pressing on the screw while
turning to secure nut plate, you will keep nut plate straight so that it will secure
itself under adjacent glass enclosure shelves. Cap strips between collectors should
_	 be mounted during collector installation to hold glass in place.
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NOTE : Wood Frame Ass'y.(t Vr. x 7 1/91 plus Plywd. Strip) To 1kInstalled Alter Collector Panels Are In Place
Ss Arch F r Contin-
ua^ion O^ ^Iashln9
Perimeter Flashiny^^Sealant All Around(00-70)
Cap Strip
Collec t orPanel	 —
Absorber
Plats-*.-
Drill 1/4 hole inbottom of air
channel for
sensor.use —
S/M screw as 40
hold-down
ptt Insulation 4r Rigid' 	 Insulation111.A11 Around (11-11 Luivalent )
fi x IN Plywd.Strip wntinuous
All P -•ounq
1 4/j x 7 1 /e Al I Around
r	 Sheathing	 Sae Arch. lor
0/-1 t/Z	 '^Flashing
To Panel- A/H Unit(IS Ga. T'Stat Wire)
Sealr.n t
Cap Strip,
Pierce Duct For WireSeal Airtight
Clamping Collar
Flex.Duct.SealDuct/CollectorConnection Airtight
snsisgg Bulb Tc4 -	 ^Insert	 pwG A
in.0 rnto Air Channel
	
7
plywood
strip
COLLECTOR FLASHING/SENSOR PLACEMENT
STEP 011
When you install the perimeter cap strip, the same procedure is followed, except that
you will be placin g one edge of cap strip on glass gasket and the other edge into the
perimeter flashing sealant (See drawin g 9). Flashing sealant is placed on flashing
prior to cap strip mounting.
STEP 012
When installing the "Cross, E1 or Tee" cover plates, run a double bead of Dow-Cornino
732-CL-11 silicone caulk on the cap strip as shown in Drawing 8. Install 5/8" Tec
self-drilling screws in pre-drilled holes and tap into cap strip. A third hole must
be drilled into the 90 degree L in accordance with the wood backing to obtain a tight
a•	 seal in the corners (see Drawing 8).
NOTE: 2- 112" screws, metal backed neoprene washers, nut-plate and tinnermans b 5/8"
self-tapping screws furnished by Solaron.
r
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INTERIOR HOLD DOWN
F220/F221
6 *x 1/4 LAG SOL(F11S)
`T'COVER PLATE
CS2T
CAP STRIPCS7S —
•
G
•
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'CROSS`COVER
PLATE CS2X
^CCOVER PLATE
CS2L
PORT GASKETS
OTWN.PANELS
G0 0160 PORT GASK .T
G8016
6 ^x 1/4 ^-^
BOLT (F 1
CAP STRIP CS33
SE IMETTR fhA^HING
CAP u P UOBRACKETS-
AND SCR L	 440/17441
FLASHING
SEE ARCH.
L_F550/ F551
STARTER
STRIP
m+TINNERMAN
INSULATION
	
EXTERIOR HOLD-DOWN
F 330 / F331
11/2x71/;ASSEMBLY
DwG.10 ASSEMBLY DETAILS
^R1r,In;glilp }^Kw? (lC41.^ L^
r'Y
1	 :#
"%0
111 HIGH VERTICAL ARRAY
(2003^X an4Y. PANELS)
END_C_AP_PAIR -TYPICAL
TO CLOSE OFF OUTSIDE
PORTS —PERIMETER  OF
COLLECTOR ARRAY.SEE
PAGES 6,10, INSTALL-
ATION MANUAL
3g ^^,C
HOT AIR FROM
COLLECTOR
A^/
COLD Al	 O
COLLIER/
 HOLE CUT IN ANEL
AND SHEATHI G FOR
COLLAR (PAG 9,
	
7	 /	 INSTALL.MA UAL)
N	 i/	 l
X •	 ^^_	 /
M
X'
1 112X1 112* SUPPORT STRIP	 N
( PAGE 1, INSTALL. MANUAL)
PORT GASKETS BETWEEN —
	
^,	 ALL INTERIOR PORT CONNECTIONS
(PAGES 6,10, INSTALLATION MANUAL)
SEF INSTALLATION MANUAL
FOR ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS
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3 HIGH VERTICAL ARRAY	 12
END CAP PAIR-TYPICAL
	 HOLE CUT IN PANEL AND
TO CLOSE OFF OUTSIDE	 SHEATHING FOR COLLAR
PORTS-PERIMETER OF	 (PAGE S, INSTALL. MANUAL)
COLLECTOR ARRAY. SEE 	 36 0	 HOT AIR FROMPAGES 6 10, INSTALL- 	 '/^"	 COLLECTOR
r	 ATION MANUAL// ^`-	 ^•C•
PORT GASKETS	 ///
BETWEEN ALL 
INTERIOR PORT
CONNECTIONS-SEE
PAGES 6,10, INSTALL-
AT ION MANUAL	 \ `^	 //	 ^^, ^^
r	 `	 /
0 0/
At
I	 0
COLD I TOCOLLECTOR	 4?00
^	 11/2 x t t/2 SUPPORT STRIP(SEE PAGE 1,INSTALL MANUAL)	 \ \\
SEE INSTALLATION MANUAL
FOR ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS
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1 HIGH HORIZONTAL ARRAY	 13
( 2001 PANEL)
AD CAP PAIR-TYPICAL
TO CLOSE OFF OUTSIDE
PORTS — PERIMETER OF
COLLECTOR ARRAY.
SEE PAGES 6,10,
INSTALLATION  MANUAL
HOT AIR FROM
COLLECTOR THRU
HOLE CUT IN PANEL
AND SHEATHING FOR
COLLAR (SEE PAGE 3,
INSTALL.MANUAL)
PORT GASKETS
BETWEEN ALL INTERIOR
PORT CONNECTIONS( PAGES 6, 11, MANUAL )
C/
cz
COLD Ali TO
COLLECTOR-
3x 3 x 1/2 PLYWOOD
BLOCK AS SHIM TO
EQUAL PROTRUSION
OR CAPPED PORTS
3*x 3 x 1/2* SPACER
1 1/2x 11/8 SUPPORT STRIP(SEE PAGE 1, MANUAL)
SEE INSTALLATION MANUAL
FOR ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS
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3 HIGH HORIZONTAL ARRAY ^4
( 2001 PANEL )
HOT AIR FROM
COLLECTOR THRU
HOLE CUT IN PANEL
AND SHEATHING FOR
COLLAR (SEE PAGE 3,
INSTALL. MANUAL )
PORT GASKETS
BETWEEN ALL INTERIOR
	
END CAP PAIR-TYPICAL 	 PORT CONNECTIONS -(PAGES 6,10, MA NUAL )ITO CLOSE OFF OUTSIDE
PORTS-PERIMETER OF
COLLECTOR ARRAY. SEE
PAGES 6,10, 1 N3TALL-
ATION MANUAL
COLD AIR TO
COLLECTOR
rl
Zl 4z
'	 ^ l
?Oo/
3 x 3 x 1/2 SPACER
•	 +	 ^^
	
'-- FOR POSITIONING
	
3 x 3 x 1/2 PLYWOOD
	 ^^	 Z)	 NEXT COLL.PANELBLOCK AS SHIM TO / 	 ^\	 00/
EQUAL PROTRUSION
OF CAPPED PORTS
AND BETWEEN PANELS
TO EQUAL PORT INTER -
CONNECTIONS
	
1''/2x 1 1/8 SUPPORT STRIP	 i(SEE PAGE 1, INSTALL.MANUAL )
SEE INSTALLATION MANUAL
FOR ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS
I i
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SOLARON AU0400 AIR HANDLING UNIT
Solaron's mode'►
 AU0400 series air handler units are shipped less motor
and internal wiring to facilitate installation in a wide variety of
applications. All AU0400 series units are manufactured with highly
reliable belt drive type blowers. Motors are to be field installed to
match each installations air delivery requirements. Compatible motors
are 113, 112 b 3/4 H.P. of 115 or 230 volt power input. Class "B"
insulation types of motors are required for use in the AU0400 units due
to the higher operating temperatures typical of an air-type solar heat-
ing system. All units have a factory mounted "J" box for convenient
line voltage field wiring.
WARNING: Do not install the AU0400 unit in a corrosive, explosive or
contaminated atmosphere for any reason. Installation of this unit is
subject to all applicable local and national building codes and ordi-
nances.
The Solaron AU0400 may be mounted in several positions. Any mounting
position must result in the blower shaft being in a horizontal position
(i.e. parallel to the floor). DO NOT MOUNT in a positionn that places
the blower shaft in a vertical or a tat^on.
The AU0400 may be suspended from ceiling joists, wall-mounted or floor
mounted. Provide adequate vibrations isolators to insure quiet oper-
ation.
NOTE: The AU0400 contains no electric heating coils or gas-fired ex-
changers that produce inherently high temperatures.
REQUIRED DAMPER MOUNTING
Mounting the Solaron dampers on the inlet and outlet of the AU0400 air
handler is easily accomplished if the steps listed below are followed:
1. If the system incorporates the optional domestic water preheating,
mount the water coil assembly to the inlet of the AU0400 unit using
sheet metal screws. (If the inlet is to be on the end of the AHU,
an opening must be field cut). Next, mount damper MD1 onto the
mounting flange of the water coil assembly.
2. Position and mount with sheetmetal screws damper MD1 (inlet from
collector "normally closed") over the opening on the inlet of the
air handler, or water coil if used. Dampers are labe eed to indi-
cate direction of air flow and must be installed accordingly.
3. Position and mount with sheetmetal screws damper MD2 (outlet to
auxiliary heating unit "normally open") over one of the openings on
the outlet of the air handler. Field cutting may be required.
4. Position and mount the field supplied duct over one of the other
openings on the outlet of the air handler going to the top of the
heat storage bin.
NOTE: The damper motor must be mounted in a position that results in
the output shaft of the damper motor being in a horizontal position (i.e.,
damper blades must be parallel to the floor). All joints must be sealed
air-tight with silicone caulk;ng.
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a DOMESTIC
WATER
PREHEAT
COILRECOMMENDED LOCATION
OF INLET DAMPER PACKAGE(SEE DIMENSIONAL SHEET
FOR ALTERNATE LOCATIONS)
O
HOT AIR FROM
COLLECTORS
L..<
DAMPER
MDA
TO ROCK
BOX
DAMPER
MDa-2--7
r\
I	 I
\J
it
I	 ^^
II
1
MOTOR t BELT
SERVICE AREA
UNIT SHELL HAS
FIVE FACTORY
CUT OPENINGS-
J^
A
-'^j
C	 SUPFLY AIRC TO STANDBYUN I T
DAMPERS DOModel WATER COIL
A B C DN ° •
AU-0400 16 1F 8 * 6"
AU-0500 2 0* 2d 10# 6„
TWO COVER PANELS ARE WITH
UNIT ADDITIONAL PANELS MUST BE
FIELD FABRICATED.
01P l^lr^,^ ^L, 
a,L t j^^
AU-0400 AND All-0500 AIR HANDLING UNITS
DIMENSIONAL INFORMATION
The above drawing will furnish orientation information as well as essential
dimensional data.
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Locate the filter "upstream" of backdraft damper BD-1 (and "by-pass"
duct when used).
FILTERS
The Solaron air system requires a filter in the return air duct sup-
plying air to the inlet side of the collector and the heat storage bin.
A filter is not needed in the AU0400/AU0500 unit.
Should an electronic air cleaner be desired, install it in the return
air duct mentioned above. DO NOT install on the inlet of the auxiliary
furnace as the air temperatures at this locatioi, may exceed the elec-
tronic air cleaner's maximum operating temperature (usuall 125 F).
HUMIDIFIERS
Horizontally mounted type humidifiers are recommended. Locating the
humidifier in a horizontal supply duct coming off of the auxiliary heat-
ing unit is ideal. Utilizing a sail-switch activated duct humidistat
(similar to a Honeywell H49B) will simplify the wiring requirements of
most installations.
DO NOT wire low voltage humidifiers or air cleaner relays in series with
the thermostat wires (WI or W2) as this can damage the Solaron control-
ler. Sail or air pressure switches are recommended.
LOCATING THE THERMOSTAT
The Solaron multi-element thermostat should be located on an interior
wall free from cold and warm drafts. Be sure adequate room air movement
is present so the thermostat will provide a comfortable building temp-
erature.
Do not locate the thermostat near lamps, heat outlets, stoves, refrig-
eratcrs, Television sets, etc. The heat given off by these appliances
will not allow the thermostat to properly control the building temp-
erature.
The thermostat heat anticipators should be set as follows: W 1 @ .10
amp, W2 @ .10 amp.
C	 copyright	 Solaron Corporation, Denver, Colorado
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SOLARON CONTROLLER b THERMOSTAT LIST
AU0400 and AU0500 air handler can be used in various applications.
Application Solaron Thermostat Additional Relays
Controller Sub-base Needed
Heating Only HCO115 H00020 (3)MSR0225 Relays
H00040 1- AU0400 Blower
1-Dom. Water Pump
1-Aux. Blower
Hewing Only HCO115 H00020 (3)MSR0225 Relays
with continuous
fan option
H00041 Same as Above
*(1)MSR0157 Relay
HCO115 H00022 (3)#SR0225 RelaysHeating/cooling
with continuous
fan option
H00041 Same as Above
*(1)OSR0157 Relay
Heat pump-reversing HCO116 H00022 (2)#SR0225 Relays
valve energized H00042 1- AU0400 Blower
for heating 1-Dom Water Pump
Heat Pump-reversing (2)MSR0225 RelaysHCO116 H00023
valve energized H00042 Same as Above
for cooling
*Insert SR0157 relay into fourth base of HCO115
LOCATING THE SOLARON CONTROL PANEL
Mount the control panel in a convenient location that allows easy access
for electrical wiring and "summer/winter" switch operation. Generally the
mechanical room is the hest location. Electrical service consisting of
one 115 vac circuit is ample to power the 100 VA, 120 VAC/24 VAC transformer
accompanying the control panel. Separate power circuits may be needed
for the A1104001AU0500 unit and the auxiliary heating unit (refer to local
and national building codes).
Low voltage wiring is needed to connect the Solaron space thermostat to
the Solaron control panel as well as between the auxiliary heating unit,
damper motors and the control panel. Damper motors are low voltage.
The thermostat MUST_ be wired through the Solaron control panel, it CANNOT
ho wired direct to the auxiliary heating unit and Solaron air handling
unit.1 .
See instructions with each controller for specific directions and infor-
mation on wiring schematics.
IN
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SOLAR SYSTEMS SENSORS
Sensors must be properly placed in the following locations before system
start-up can be accomplished:
1. Tco - Sensor must be in absorber plate air channel_ (not in
duct connection or manifold plenum).
2. Tci - t.ocate at ,junction of house return air duct and duct
connecting to bottom of heat storage (for systems with by -pass
of h-2at storage for summer water pre-heating, locate in duct
to co l lector where by-pass tees in).
3. Ts - lop of rock in heat bin.
4. Tw - locate in bottom of water storage tank (not the auxiliary
water heater) near inlet of heat exchanger coil. (If using an
unwired electric water heater for a storage tank, the thermo-
stat in the tank can be used as Tw. Disconnect power leads
from thermostat and power element and wire through terminals
tKat "open" on temperature rise).
SYSTEM START-UP
Please review all steps before proceeding with the system start up of
the Solaron Air Handler AU0400/AU0500.
1. Check for proper mounting of belt-drive motor (fielo installed).
2. Check belt tension.
3. Check pulleys for tightness on shafts.
4. Remove all tools, nwterials, etc. from inside unit.
5. Check auxiliary heating unit as per manufacturers recommendations.
6. Turn on power to solar air handling unit and controller.
7. Check rotation of solar air handler blower.
8. Turn on power to auxiliary heating unit.
9. Secure all access doors.
10. Check operation of all components and systems as per Solaron
control instructions.
11. five the system owner instructions on how to operate their new
Solaron solar system.
VqQj
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18--1	 DRIVE ASSEMBLY SELECTION
Since the RPM i,. now known, merely refer to the Drive Assembly Table.
Select the RPM needed in the left-hand column. fo tTe right of the RPM
column are other columns indicating the number of turr,v, open a specific
driver pulley must be in order to deliver that particular RPM. Select
whichever column gives the RPM desired. The driven pully, or fixed
blower pulley, is selected tron, the extreme right hand column. V-belts
are noted under each "Driver" column. To determine bore sizes of driver
pulleys refer to the Blower Motor Chart for shaft dimensions. Bore size
for all fixed pulleys i s 3/4 '" for 'Kie QU0400 and 1" for the AU0500.
AUU400 UkIVE ASSEMBLY TABLE
RPM Browning VL-44 Driver
or 5/8" Bore
crowning VM50-Driver
'" or 5 8" Bore
Fixed Blower Pulley-Driven
(Browning AK56
	
3t4" Bore
_ 1025
_1058
109? -
1125
-	
1157
31Z	 lurn-
	
pes On
3	 _	 . 
- 21e . -
	 „
_^	 Turns Open All	 RPM Ranges
It
to
„
If
„
„
2
` 1' .	 - ^^-"
5-
_.__-____-4r
1 224
1251
1 290
1323	 -
1422
1455
V-Belt
If
_
py _^ r_ _" 
_____
- 
	
,^
 --
31
3^2, .
	
u --2 
— --112-- ----- ---	 „--- ^ ._
-	 ----- 
4L36041-350
__
_-
RFrnMMFNDFn SELECTION
AREA IS NOT SHADED
AU0500 DRIVE ASSEMBLY TABLE 	 --
r	 FAN
RPM
994
1021
--1048
--
107 5
..1102
1 1 29
_1155 -
1209
--1236
1262
1288
x_3.15_.
1341
1368
_1395
1^3?1
Driver - Motor Sheave
Browning V1 ,50 (or VM50)
X 5/8"	 (use w/3/4 or
1 H.P.	 motors)
Belt
A
Driver - Motor Sheave
Brovming VP56 X 5/8"
(use w11	 or	 1 12 H.P.
motors)
-	 Turns Open
Bt ,rDriven - Fan Sheave
Browning BK70
All
	
RPM Ranges
to
If
if
it
If
„
to
if
6	 -Turns Open_—
5'a _
	
- -- -	 ^^
- 5	
___ _
41
--a-=-------______,^ --	 ------
3^  --- 	 - If 	 ----
z.._	 -_
- A
-- B
- - B
,^
If
3 
	
" --
„
I-a	
-
-a - 6	
It
_B_ 5	 it
2 B 119 -. ,- C
1^	 ,^	 ___^_C
1	
to
---	
_
412	 ` f C
- 3 ' -	 —^ 
-^^--
3 --2.'.	 "z
(
C
_.	 _
^	 _.._.	 _ _
-
2
1,1	 "
1
C
-_	 " D
D
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V-BLL1S FOR At10500
V-Bel is A	 51.420
- -	
Type V-Bel t_s
51-430 Type V-Belt s
C	 i	 5L44n Type V-Belts
n 5L456 Tyre V-Belts
!1110400 AND A11050C BLOWER MOTORS
N.P.	 S(,rv.	 NIMA	 fi 	shaft	 F.L.A. i	 G. F.	 Shpg. Wt.
i actor • '	 I r,rmc, 	Ilia. & LVn.	 115V	 Model
Split ('hale Motors ----17'5 RPM 11!'/2 3OV - 60 11; - 10 (Class A)
1 L4_._	 _1 .35	 481	 X C	 _ 5.2	 5KH33FN15T**	 15 lbs.
- 
113--
	 —
1...	 1	
-	
X_. 1	- 6.0 -- . KH35. N30T	 18 l bs.
112	 1.,- 5 	 61	 '^" X 2'.,"	 9.0	 5KH36MN22T**	 23 lbs.
Capacitor -Start Motors - 1725 RPM 115/230 - 60 Ili - 10 (Class B)
3/4	 1.25	 56;	 5/13" X 2'r"	 11.6	 5KC39t1N7T** 	 30 lbs.
f)61	 r) /tl" X 2'.,"	 14.6 f5KC48TG726T** 3Fi lbs.1	 1.?5_
	
- . _—. ---, - --
56	 5/ft" X 1-7/16" 
_
2	 3924 	 -	  lbs.
The above General Flectric "Serv-ti-Iino" or Dayton motors are 1725 RPM,
115/230 Volt., 60 Ili, 1 phase, aut.omdtiC reset, thermally protected types
recognized by 1i(_ undor the Motor Component Recotlnition Program. These
motors are open, drip-proof type motors with Class "A" or "B" insulation,
hall he'lrings, resilient. hase. The motor rotation can be reversed by
reconnecting various electrical leads within the motor.
* Motors operated on 200 volts, 60 Ili will hdve a 1.0 service factor.
*+ Maw ►facturers producing motors of equal specification may be used.
CI ASS it MOTORS ARE RECOMMENDED FOR Ri PI ACE M. NT.
0
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n CI	 Selection Example:
Given: 312 ft 2 solar ;ollector area (i.e. 2 high. 8 wide. vertical)
Solution: Air handler flow rate (2 CFM/ft 2 )(312 = 624 CF11, round up to 625 CFM
The air handler motor and drive assembly must be selected to handle the
exte-nal s -atic pressures on the Solaron ^iir handler. lhis selection should
be based on the erode which has the highest static pressure drop. The possible
nodes are:
1. Heating from collector----►
i V .+
2. Stot• ing heat
3. Heating domestic Water'^^
The highest pressure drop for this example is 01. heating from collectors.
The external static pressure drop for this is:
Return jri l le (see mfg, data)
Return air fi_lte_r (sized 0 ;t(10 to 350 FPM)
Backdraft dam ers (2 each) (see ARE i,1anual
Collectors 2 panels in series. 2 CHII/ft2)
Domestic water coil (see this Manual, pal.
* Duc t.wa r k wee he 1 ow )^-- -—______ _-_---^ _
Cxterriil Static Pressure
0.05" W. 9.
(see mfg. data)	 0.25
pg . ti9)	 0.20
(see ARE Manual. pg. 80) 0.23
11)	 0.08
Motor: 625 CFM and 1.0" external static pressure
-	 RPM would be 1158 (see AIJ0400 Air Delivery Table)
This falls in the region for the 112 H.P. motor.
Drive Assembl y : 1158 RPM 05 required at the 700 CFM point. Select
1157 RPM for the 625 CFM requirement. This RPM would be
obtained with the driver: Browning VL-44 set at 1-112
turn ,, open.
Glower Pulley: Would be Browning AK-56.
Sumw mar•y: 625 cri at 1.0" external static pressure
1/2 H.P. motor	 Solaron 41T0050
I)river VL-44	 Solaron #DR0120 )
Pulley AK-56	 Solaron #DR0120 ) Package
V-Bolt 4 L 350	 Solaron #DR0120 )
*Ductwork: Static pros ,;mv drop throm1h the ductwork is determined by the length and
nomher of fittings. Solaron recommends that ductwork be sized it 0.08" w.g. pressure
drop per 100 ft of duct. Fittings and elbows can be estimated by using 15 ft equivalent
length of duct for each elhow with turning vanes.
The example above was based on (10 elbows)(15' elbow)
	 = 150'
Length of ductwork	 =	 90'
Total equivalent length	 = 240'
(240 ft)( = --	 ) = 0.192 w.g. pressure drop
100 ft
	 in ductwork
((-1
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DOMESTIC WATER COIL CAPACITIES
The Solaron domestic water coil is a 1 -row copper tube coil.
Calculated coil capacities for size and CFM as listed: 112" tube, 10
FPI, one 112" inlet and one 112" outlet, aluminum fin stock .0055,
copper tube .017", capacities based on 3 GPM, ENT. water 500 , E.A.T.
180 F.
AIR
HANDLER SIZE CFM
FACE
VELOCITY
WATER
P.D.	 FT.
@ 3 GPM
LV.W. LV.A BTU/HR.
AU0400
13 3/4 X 14
600 447 8.20 64.7 146.3 22,050
800 597 8.20 67.0 150.7 25,500
1000 746 8.20 69.1 153.7 28,650
AU0500
17 112 X	 18
1400 642 13.40 80.7 151.7 46,050
1700 780 13.40 83.9 152.6 50,700
NOTE: MINIMUM WATER FLOW IS 1.5 GPM
The Solaron domestic water heating option is designed to be used with
pump #WP3060 (115/60/-0 ---- .85 amp).
AU04OO	 -	 OPTIONAL DOMESTIC WATER HEATING COIL - PRESSURE DROP
CFM 300 400 500 600 1700 800 900 1000 1 1,00 1200 1300 1400
Pres.	 Drop .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .08 .09 .11 .14 .17 .21 .25
Au05OO	 -
CFM 1200 1500 1700 1900 2100 2300 2500
Pres.	 Drop .08 .09 .11 .14 .17 .25 .33
u
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GENERAL OPERATING PROCEDURE
FOR THE SYSTEM OWNER
SOLARON AU0400 AND AU0500 AIR HANDLERS
By simply adjusting the wall mounted thermostat you will be able to
maintain a comfortably living or working environment.
By setting the switches located directly under the thermostat, and the
sliding levers on top, you can select the type of operation you desire.
For winter heating set the top lever at 0e desired temperature that you
wish to maintain. The thermostat will automatically operate the solar
portion of your heating system as well as the auxiliary heating unit if
conditions warrant its operation. Please do not "jiggle" the levers.
Should your space conditioning system feature cooling as well as heat-
ing, you merely move the switch underneath the thermostat to any desired
position ("System Switch - Off - Heat - Auto - Cool). Locating the
switch in the "Auto" position will permit the thermostat to automati-
cally place the system in a heating or cooling mode of operation without
further adjustment.
Space conditioning systems incorporating a heat pump heating and cooling
auxiliary unit will have a thermostat switch position marked "Emerg.
Heat". The only function of this switch is to provide emergency elec-
tric heat should the heat pump malfunction during a period of time when
a serviceman is not readily available.
Nominal maintenance is required with this sytem. Please refer to
"Maintenance Instructions" provided in the Installation Manual.
Please call your qualified Solaron serviceman should problems develop.
Installing Solaron Solar System Contractor
Name:
Address:
Phone:
The Solaron controller requires that its "Summer-Winter" switch be
placed in the appropriate season position. When switching seasons it
may be necessary to move some system dampers. Please have your instal-
ling contractor indicate these dampers to you.
Maintenance Instruction
The AU0400 and AU0500 require minimal upkeep for economical and long
lasting operation.
Blower	 Type 1 - Permanently sealed bearings - no oil required.
Motor_	 Type 2 - Blower Motor - Oil twice a year (020 S.A.E. non-
detergent oil).
„	 Blower bearings - Permanently sealed - no oiling required.
V-Belt - Check wear and tension, replace if necessary.
Damper Motors - Oil with #10 S.A.E. non-detergent oil (similar to
0465 Anderol or Goodlight 010 oil.) Twice a year.
Water Pump - The Grundfos circulator pump requires no oiling as
it is water lubricated during normal operation.
DO NOT RUN PLIMP DRY
to	 (Elcopyright 1977
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HEAT STORAGE INSTALLATIDN MANUAL
P
if
S. L1 , i.. A .R . 200.10.002
COMMERCIAL
HEAT STORAGE
r ,
	 UNIT
STORAGE CAPACITY GREATER
THAN 270 CU. FEET
SOLARON^'INSTALLATION
C O R P O R A T I O N
Solar Energy Systems
300 GALLERIA TOWER, 720 S COLORADO BLVD
DENVER. COLORADO 80222
r^
___COLLECTOR
i	 ARRAY
HOT AIR FROM
COLLECTORS
COLD AIR TO
	
COLLECTORS	 HEAT
	
RETURN	 STORAGE
AIR	 UNIT
/'r—TOP PLENUM
`	 BACK DRAFT
DAMPERS
( 2 REQ'D)
HOT WATER COIL
AIR
LT 3018	 HANDLER —^SUPPLY
AIR
© Copyright
t
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TO BE USED OM
COLLECTOR AREA
t--PYN" OM
,. i t 11 1 , 	 - I(	 ^	 1	 I (1 I',
	
Fn1,0 1 1 nr,nv ..v	 •n,v
THIS ONAMUAL IS INTENDED
PROJFfiS !-!ITH A MINIMUM
OF 5110 S^+IME FEET, ---
TO THE REAM:
THIS MANUAL IS INTENDED TO BE A GENERAL GUInE FOR SIZING
AND BUILDING 711' 11SAT STORAGE UNIT FOR A SOLARON SOLAR
HEATING SYSTEM. THE STORAGE UNIT FOR SPECIFIC rRO.1f:c;TS
"0111.1) BE r!!7VKF.n TO ENSIIRE IT IS DESI SNED AND BUILT
f"n n "Rl `! TO ACCOWIT FOR ,A1.I- T14E VARIARLi:: TWOLVFn,
The drawin gs, illustrations and text contained in this manual are
prntnc"ed by copyri(iht. Publication, reproduction, or use of all
or anv Part of this manual (except for actual construction and d o -
sion use with Solaron systems engineering plans) without special
written permission from Solaron Corporation, is prohibited.
Doe to our policy of contimwl improvement to our products, Solaron
reserves the right to rhange the materials, installation procedures
and specifications withrnit nntice.
Snlarnn assumes n., respnnsihility for improperly designed or con-
strllr•tr(d heat ;tnr.i(ie unit; where this manual is used as a guidn.
AION CORPORATION
	
7(<(1 GAI I FRIA TOWFR
	 720 So COLOPAno M VD
	
DFNVFA COLORAW 80222
1 1 0* 303, "0 0 10 1
MA g ut 1:11 ."'80	 46
KKRNA, I ^.
C^
Cha	 p.	 a c..
Vice PresicA, t
	
Pµ	 •• fj ♦,
=^' X130 ' ^=
	
i ^rr i Ir	 ^i
♦ 	 •'•.•.••^•^L ^^^
CDK:et
KIYA 	 Wb	 I i^A -1 b . t ' .,,, f '.. a LA', ^- ) 1 To 0	 A,K,
June 1, 1978
Solaron Corporation
300 Galleria Tower
720 S. Colorado Blvd.
Denver, Colorado 80222
Re: Solaron Installation Manual
Commercial heat Storage Unit
Gentlemen:
Structural details and specifications contained in this manual
are derived from engineering analysis and design calculations
done by KKB NA, Consulting Engineers. These calculations Are based
on strength of materials and performance criteria in accordance
with latest design standards and specifications.
The structural drawings, material and installation specifications
in this manual have been reviewed to check their conformance to
the design calculations.
Sincerely,
47
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rDESCRIPTION
The use of pebbles in the heat storage unit is particularly effective with an
air circulating solar heating system. The pebble bed maintains a high degree
of temperature stratification (i.e., hot on top and cold on the bottom). This
allows air to be provided at the highest available temperature to the heated
space from the top of the pebble bed. It also allows air to return from the
bottom of the bed to the collector at essentially room temperature, thus maxi-
mizing efficiency of solar heat collection and delivery.
The heat storage container can be constructed of any of the following materials:
a. Poured, reinforced concrete with a rigid fiberglass insulation inner
liner (i.e., insulation is inside, separating the rock from the concrete
wall).
b. Wood frame, plywood on 2 x 4 or 2 x 6 studs with a non-combustible inner
liner suitable for temperatures as high as 200°F.
The heat storage unit should be built and installed by the local contractor to
Solaron standard drawings and specifications. The air flow through the pebble
bed must be vertical. Horizontal flow in pebble beds must be avoided due to
channeling and "hot spot" problems.
It is important that the heat storage container be airtight and insulated as
follows:
a. Storage unit inside a heated space: R-11 minimum.
b. Storage unit inside an unheated space: R-30 minimum.
C.
	
	
Storage unit inside a heat^d space with wall in unheated area: R-30
minimum.
The heat storage unit can be conveniently placed in the basement or crawl spat
or set into the ground. Buried heat storage units must be waterproofed on all
buried external surfaces (do not use a%phalt or other sealers on inside walls)
DO NOT bury heat storage unit below the high ground-water level due to possi-
bility of water leakage into heat storage unit and resulting loss of performa-
Support footings must be designed for local soil conditions. Due to the weig
of the rocks, it should not be placed in the attic or on the upper floors wit
out proper structural support. Typical floor loading with a rock depth of 5
feet is 500 pounds per square foot of floor area.
Desi4n Criteria
Rock:	 -	 Hard dense rock (i.e., density - 100 lbs./ft. 3 , or greater).
-	 River gravel or hard, dense crushed rock is OK.
-	 Uniform size (i.e., most systems will use rock sized at 3/4" to
1-112" in diameter).
-	 Clean the rock before is is loaded in the storage box (i.e.,
wash it).
-	 Minimum of fines (i.e., 0 to 5%).
Storage: - Airtight, insulated, structurally sound and, if buried, exter-
nally waterproofed. The inside surface materials must be able
to withstand temperatures of approximately 200°F.
t	 ``J Copyright	 May 1978
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GENERAL NOTES
1. ANY SUBSTITUTION OF MATERIALS, CHANGES OF DIMENSIONS OR OTHER CHANGES IN
HEAT STORAGE UNIT AS SHOWN MUST BE APPROVED BY SOLARON CORPORATION IN
WRITING PRIOR TO START OF CONSTRUCTION._
2. ALL FOOTING AND STRUCTURAL SUPPORTS ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF OWNER AND/
OR ARCHITECT AND 'IIALL BE SIZED ACCORDING TO SOIL REPORT INFORMATION.
COORDINATE THIS DRA14ING WITH ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS FOR TYPE, SIZE AND
LOCATION OF FOOTING AND STRUCTURAL SUPPORTS.
3. JOINTS, CRACKS, SEAMS AND PENETRATIONS INSIDE AND OUT IN WALLS, FLOOR
AND LID OF HLAT STORAGE UNIT SHALL BE SEALED AIR-TIGHT WITH DOW CORNING
#732 SILICONE SEALANT CAULK OR APPROVED EQUAL.
4. BOND BEAM BL::':K - 2 OR 3 WF.B. WEBS MUST BE AT A RIGHT ANGLE TO WALL CON-
TAINING, BOTTOM 011 1- NIIIG (SEE DETAIL FOR TRANSITE DUCT AND BOND BEAM BLOCK
ORIENTATION).
5. METAL LATH - USE OR. DIAMOND MESH 3.4 LB./SQ. YD. (GALVANIZED) ADJOINING
PIECES TO BE OVERLAPPED A MINIMUM OF 6". TURN EDGE UP ONTO INNER WALLS
OF HEAT STORAGE UNIT  A MINIMUM  OF 12".
6. THE ROCK SHALL BE ROUND WASHED RIVER ROCK OR STONE. 95% OF THE ROCK SHALL
BE THE SIZE SHOWN ON TIIE PLANS WITH A MINIMUM AMOUNT OF FINES (I E., LESS
THAN 1/4" DIAMETER). THE ROCK SHALL BE CLEAN AND FREE OF DIRT. NORMALLY
THE ROCK IS S17ED BY SCREENING (THAT ROCK WHICH PASSES THROUGH A 1-112"
SCREEN BUT NOT A 3/4" SCREEN 1S THE NORMAL SIZE`.
7. TREATMENT FOR THE INSIDE SURFACES OF THE BOX SHALL BE SUITABLE FOR TEM-
PERATURES OF 200"F. NO COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL WILL BE USED.
8. NON-LOAD BEARING LID SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED OF 112" EXTERIOR GRADE PLYWOOD
INSIDE AND OUT--2 x 4'S - 24" 014 CENTER AND 112" MOISTURE-RESISTANT TYPE
"X" DRYWALL ON INSIDE SURFACE TOWARD PEBBLES. 28-GAUGE SHEET METAL CAN
BE USED IN LIEU OF DRYWALL.
9. LOAD BEARING LID SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED OF 112" EXTERIOR GRADE PLYWOOD
INSIDE AND OUT--2 x 6'S - ?4" ON CENTER AND 1/2" MOISTURE-RESISTANT
TYPE "X" DRYWALL ON INSIDE SURFACE TOWARD PEBBLES. 28-GAUGE SHEET
METAL CAN BE USED IN LIEU OF DRYWALL.
^^STt;N ^EMPERA'TURE ^	 ^ 
TOP AND BOTTOM	 PRESSURES	 AIR FLOW
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE
	 ENTIRE STORAGE UNIT
	
THRU ROCK 20 TO 40(200'F) 	 FPM
OPERATING RANGE
	 ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
	
THRU OPENINGS 800
(90" TO 180")	 *3" W. C.
	 TO 1000 FPM
MINIMUM TEMPERATURE
(AMBIENT)
L-
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GENERAL NOTES
(continued)
9. CONCRETE:
A. ALL CONCRETE SHALL ATTAIN 3,000 PSI ULTIMATE COMPRESSIVE
STRENGTH IN 28 DAYS.
B. ALL REINFORCING SHALL BE HIGH STRENGTH DEFORMED BARS ASTM
DESIGNATION A615, GRADE 40 OR GRADE 60.
10. STEEL:
ALL STRUCTURAL STEEL SHALL CONFORM TO ASTM SPECIFICATION A36.
11. MASONRY:
A.	 ALL MORTAR SHALL DEVELOP 1,800 PSI ULTIMATE COMPRESSIVE
STRENGTH IN 28 DAYS.
S.	 ALL MASONRY SHALL DEVELOP 1,500 PSI ULTIMATE COMPRESSIVE
STRENGTH IN 628 DAYS.
C.	 ALL REINFORCING SHALL CONFORM TO ASTM 615, GRADE 40 OR GRADE 60.
12. WOOD:
A. ALL FRAMING LUMBER SHALL BE DRY HFM-FIR GRADE 2.
B. All rLYWOOD SHALL BE OF THICKNESS SPECIFIED C-C EXT DFPA
OR BETTER. NAILED TO SUPPORTS WITH 10d NAILS SPACED 6" O C.
AT PANFI_ f_DGES AND SPACED 12"O.C. AT ALL OTHER SUPPORTS.
PLYWOOD SHALL BE APPLIED WITH FACE GRAIN PERPENDICULAR TO
SUPPORTS.
TRANSITE DUCT:
TRANSIT[ DUCT CAN BE USED INSTEAD OF THE EXTERNAL BOTTOM DUCT
OPENING TO ALLOW AIR FLOW To ffi FROI H THE BOTTOM Of THLHEAT
STORAGE UNIT WITHoLf PENETRATING THE UNIT OR RUNNING AN EXTER-
NAL DUCT. EXA14PLE: WHEN MECHANICAL EQUIPPIE:NT IS INSTALLED ON
TOP of mr HEAT STOZAGE UNIT OR WHLN THL HEAT STORAGE UNIT IS
BURILD.
ONE 16" DIAMETER DUCT SERVES 270 CU. FT. OF STORAGE AT 1,080 CFM.
TWO 16" DIAMETER DUCTS SERVE 540 CU. FT. OF STORAGE AT 2,160 CFM.
THREE 16" DIAMETER DUCTS SERVE 810 CU. FT. OF STORAGE AT 3,240 CFM.
© Copyright	 May 1978	 Solaron Corporation
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HEAT STORAGE UNIT AND ROCK SIZING SHEET
n•
a. VOLUME: Storag? V ze is determined from the collector area. 112" ft. 3 to
3/4" ft. of rock is required per ft. 9 of collector area.
Collector Area _	 ft.2
Volume	 (	 ft. /ft. 2 )( 	 ft. 2 collector) n . . . . .	 ft.
(	 ft.3)(100 lbs./ft. 3 )(1 ton/2,000 lbs.) n 	 . .	 . . .
(	 ft.3)	 2.7 ft. 3/cu. yd. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .	 cu. As.
b. DIMENSIONS: 00
( _ _ ft. 3) : (* ft. rock depth) i . . . . . . . . . .	 ft. area
Storage unit inside dimension% a	 ft. long x	 ft. wide
Minimum dimension of 3' for length or width
C.	 ROCK SIZE: (see chart below)
(	 cfm)	 (	 ft.2 f,00rj = . . . . . . . . . . . . .	 fpm
—	 -	 area
---- 
fpm	
1 = 3/4" to 1-112"
	
and	 of 	 g.,
ft. rock depth !	 P rnck	 static pressure dropthri .rock
d.	 AIR INLET/;OUTLET SIZES: Size d„ct connections at 800 to 1,000 fpm
Ton:	 w	 high x	 wide
Bottom:	 8 " high x	 " wide
(NOTE: Rottrnn opening must always be at least twice as wide as top opening
to account for restriction caused by bond beam block. Optional top
openi ng v, pf-r pages 6 and 13.)
The following data should he used to determine the proper combinations of
rock size and rock depth. Minimum allow. static pressure loss 0.12" w.g.
STATIC PRESSURE LOSS THRII PFRRLE BED STORAGE UNIT (INCHES W.G.)
FACE VELOCITY
ACROSS ROCK BOX ---^
20 FPM	 25 FPM	 30 FPM
ROCK nEPT11-FEET ROCK SIZE
3/4" to	 0.12"	 0.22"	 0.31"
1-112"
f,'	 3/4" to	 0.14"	 0.23"	 0.34"
1-112"
7^	
3/4" to
	
I1.17"	
— — 0 27"	 0.40"
1-112"
S'O" minimum depth for cornnercial unit; 7'0" maximum rock depth.
U Copyri g ht	 May 1978	 Solaron Corporation
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v/^o 
Sw * )
^^ P
HEAT STORAGE UNIT SIZING
ALTERNATE OPENING LOCATI NS
neat top a bottom
openings need NOT be
located on same
side )
v^
..C
O „-j O
J J
O Q LL LL
I ;X V
W O x 0 0d..
NOS LOZ^ 0"IL
TONS OF ROCK
	
CU. FT. ROCK(100 lbs. per CU. F1.)	 (A x B x N )
-.;5< -
ORIENTATION
DIMENSIONS
A F K
B G L 8`
C' H M
D I N
E J
NOTE: 14" x 14" high sidewall opening location can be used
when air handler outlet is mounted directly to box.
0C	 Copyright	 May 1978	 Solaron Corporation
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COMMERCIAL HEAT jTORAGE UNIT
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
	
1.	 WALL CONSTRUCTION TO BE 8" MINIMUM REINFORCED CONCRETE.
VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL RE-BAR:
A. 4 - N5 RE-BAR CONTINUOUS 2 EACH FACE.
B. #4 RE-I;AR AT 8" O.C. VERTICAL IN OUTSIDE FACE.
C. #5 RE-RAR AT 8" O.C. HORIZONTALLY FOR 8" THICK WALLS.
D. DOWEL WALL. TO FLOOR WITH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
1. N4 RE-BAR "I." 1'-6" x 1'-6" AT 16" O.C.
OR
2. 5/8" 0 x 8" HEADED ANCHOR BOLT W/NUT AT 18" O.C.
OR
3. 5/8" 0 EXPANSION ANCHOR. W/5" BOLT AT 24" D.C.
CENTER ANY OF THE OPTIONS ON WALL.
	
2.	 FORM OUT FOR BOTTOM AND TOP OPENINGS AS REQUIRED FOR A GIVEN
APPLICATION WITH 7 X DIMENSION LUMBER WHICH SHOULD BE LEFT
INTACT WAIN FORMS ARE REMOVED TO PROVIDE MOUNTING FRAME FOR
DUCTWORK. PLACE TWO #5 RE-BARS (1 ON EACH FACE) WITH 2'-0"
PROJECTION AROUND ALL OPENINGS IN CONCRETE. PROTECT WOOD
FRAMING FROM AIRSTREAM WITH SHEET METAL COLLAR OR GYP BOARD.
THE FINISH[[) FRAMED INSIC DIMENSION SHOULD BE THE SAME SIZE
AS THE DUCT. SEE EXAMPLE BELOW:
EXAMPLE: FOR AN 8" x 20" DUCT, THE OPENING SHOULD BE
	
3.	 INSULATE INTERIOR S,IRFACF WITH 2" RIGID FIBERGLASS BOARD IN-
SULATION (6 LB. DENSITY WITH Z-8 MINIMUM), "CERTAIN-TEED NIB600,
2" PLAIN. SECURE TO WALL. DO N_0_T_ US[ STYROFOAM OR URETHANE
INSULATION.
	
5.	 INSTALLATION SHAAA. COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE NATIONAL AND
^•	 LOCAL BUILDING CODES.
(_0 Copyright	 May 1918	 Solaron Corporation
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NOTE:
II Al:R HANDLER LOCATION OPTION M0.1
IS UED A 11"• 14" OR IG"/ IS" 0► [MIND WITH
ROCK! SCOOP90 AWAY •MALL Of NEEDED
S[a / B . 1!
1/1"EXT[RION ONAO[
PLYWOOD
t"W STUD
5 • 1/1 ` FIBER GLASS
MATT INSULATION(S[[ NOTE 1, o f t.)
(TYP 1
SEE
1-A
► O
0SEL	 ►-W
IG	 ^
SEE
1-C
PS
7
0
O
SE[
2
► G
s ei=
O ^
LID TO K PIAt[0 DIRECTLY
OM to
 • O'PLATE AND SEAL
SE[ NOT[ ABOVE	 AIRTIGHT
i i l•.K^
•
I^^^ •s
^.
t^^ = ROCK	 —^
r•• ^AX DEPTH'•O ; T - 0"
i ROCK MUST BE	 CAREFULLY
LOADED TO AV010 DAMAGE
TO THE METAL LATH AND
Box.
^sT
•
4
S/G"DIA S" H A DOLT
- WITH NUT OR S/O"DIA.
EXPANSION ANCHOR
IS" 0 C.
-^,,_2"RIGID INSULATION Gib.
FIBER CLASS (R-G MIN.)
© Copyright May 1978
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i^
COMMERCIAL
HEAT STORAGE UNIT
CONCRETE
S/O" • O ` LAO DOLT W/
WASHER W O.C. R (WE
EACH Coltman
DOUBLE DEAD OF
SEALANT ALL (SEE DEN.
NOT[! N0, S, PS. 2)
1/1 ` MOISTURE-RESISTANT
TYPE "x" DRY WALL(INSIDE LID) OR 29 GAGE
SN[[T METAL
^^t` •O` PLATE
^4"a4"a3/8" PLATE( WASHER)
---^,S/4`OIA 0100 (IO - MAX
SPACING )
^
1/1" 11019TUIIE-11E9ISTANT
TY ►["X"DRY WALL ON
AL1. EXPOSED WOOD
SURFACES
t o MIN. 101I010 100SULATION
G 111 FIBER GLASS (R - G MIN. )
i^— (!tL NOTE S. P/.$ )
EXPANDED METAL LATH
TURN U► EDGES ALL
----AROUND (SEE OEM NOTE
No S F! 2)
SONG BEAM- 3"T04"
^---SPACED[TWE[N •LOCK
O WALL6
•:I d 14"
y •. .
SEE 1-0
► G ^
S" CONCRETE WALL \
(SEE CONCRETE CONST.NOTTS
NO. 1,P.G )
CAST IN CONTROL JOINT ON
SAW CUT JOINT
NOTE. INSULATION R-11 MIN. (R-SO IN UNEATED AREA )
r
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COMMERCIAL HEAT STORAGE UNIT
WOOD CONSTRUCTION
1. WALL CONSTRUCTION TO BE SINGLE 2" x 8" NAILED VERTICALLY 16"
O.C. (NO TOE NAILING). VERTICAL 2" x 8" AT CORNER TO BE
NAILED. A SINGLE 2" x 8" HORIZONTAL BEAM WILL BE NAILED IN
(USING 'SIMPSON' LU 26 JOIST HANGER AT EACH VERTICAL STUD)
6'-0" FROM FLOOR ALL AROUND. A DOUBLE 2" x 8" BEAM HORIZON-
TAL AT TOP AND BOTTOM TO BE NAILED IN (USING 'SIMPSON' LU
26 JOIST HANGER AT EACH VERTICAL STUD). THE INLET AND OUT-
LET OPENING TO BE FRAMED WITH 2" x 8" BLOCKING; OUTSIDE DRY-
WALL SHEATHING TO BE INSTALLED AFTER WALL FRAMING IS SET,
ANCHORED AND INSULATED. INSIDE SHEATHING TO BE 112" EX-
TERIOR GRADE PLYWOOD OVERLAID WITH 112" TYPE X DRYWALL (ALL
SEAMS TO BE CAULKED 14ITII DOW CORNING 732 SILICONE SEAL-
ANT. 28-GA. SHEET METAL MAY BE SUBSTITUTED FOR THE DRYWALL.
ROCK BOX MUST BE AIRTIGHT; SEAL ALL JOINTS.
2. INSULATE ALL VOIDS WITH 3" TO 3-1/2" FIBERGLASS BATT INSUL-
ATING (R-11 MINIMUM). ADDITIONAL INSULATION REQUIRED WHEN
PEBBLE BED IS LOCATED IN AN UNHEATED SPACE (R-30 MINIMUM).
DO NOT IISE STYROFOAM OR URETHANE INSULATION AS BED INNER
LINER.
3. TIE RODS RUNNING IN EACH DIRECTION HORIZONTALLY FROM FLOOR
(6'-0") THROUGH WALL SHALL BE STEEL TIE RODS 7/8" DIA.
THERE SHALL BE TWO 5" x 6.7# CHANNEL STEEL BEAMS ON TOP AND
BOTTOM OF TIE ROD WHERE THE ROD PENETRATES OUTSIDE OF WALL.
AT POINT OF TIE ROD CONTACT WITH CHANNEL STEEL BEAMS SHALL
BE A 3/8" x 3" x 3" STF-FL PLATE WELDED TO THE TWO CHANNEL
BEAMS WITH A BOLT AND NUT AT EACH END OF TIE RODS. PRE-
TENSION RODS UNTIL MALL CENTERS HAVE CONCAVED INWARD AP-
PROXIMATELY 1/8" BEFORE APPLYING SEALANT TO JOINTS.
4. INSTALLATION SHALL COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE NATIONAL AND
LOCAL BUILDING CODES.
0C	 Copyright	 May 1978	 Solaron Corporation
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COMMERCIAL
HEAT STORAGE UNIT
WOOD
1/["[KT[NIOR	 GRADE
NOT[' PLYWOOD (OCR WOOD CONST.MOT[[ MO. 1, FS. • 1
IF AIM MANDL90	 LOCATION OPTION 00.1
II YBEo A 14 "n to' OR 16"a IG" O ►ENIMS	 WITH 1"34" STUD
ROCRS SCOOPED AWAY SMALL ME BESIDES
•[[ to. 1E 3•1/2" FISEN GLASS
MATT	 INSULATION(SEENOT[)
S/G" n G" LAS MOLT W/
!f"O.C. • ONE
F
I	
Y
1"ACH C
EACH C omma"
I
fsOUGLE BEAD OF
BEALANT ALL JOINT•
-- (SEE	 GENERAL MOT[ 3, 110.21
LID	 TO S[ ►LACED 1/2" M01•TURE-M[SHTANTDIRECTLY ON [ a • PLAT[
•E[ MOT[ ABOVE	 AND SEAL AIRTIGHT TYPE "X" DRY WALL/	 (INSIDE LID) ON 2B GAGE
`— SHEET METAL
DL 2 n • MON12.(SEE WOODCONST.	 NOT[	 NO. I , F •
„ .s -2a•	 IG"O.C.
it 2 n S	 CLOCKING
e
0 0
. AQ
1 S/B" n S "a t" SLAT[	 WITH
WASH[N • NUT*9A.TIE ROD
NOOK ^`_
MAX DEPTH	 ^^
(2) C524.7 AROUND PDX
I'D " TIE ROD •E[ NOT[	 S. P•
p _--,_S/R"EXTERIOR GRADE
1 N= MOCK MUST B[	 CAREFULLY PLYWOOD
r
osv LOADED	 TO AVOID DAMAGE 1/2` MCI TUNE -RESISTANT
A^e,o
Sro	 TO THE METAL LATH AND
,pe TYPE °X" DRY WALLgee	 a ^^	 BOX. P°` ^^° p "
• PIBER *LASS GATT
INSULATION( SE[ NO 2 IS G )
SIMPSON LU 'd JOIST MANGEREA. 2 n 6 (OR EQUAL
i
lo'S 1
0'e,
.
4.40
DBL 2 n $ PLATE SHALL BE
'^	 ANCHORED W/S /S"OIA n
v..G .^	 .	 p ► ',•	 O _' ^'	 V	 a" HEADED ANCHOR BOLT ORS/G" n B" EXP. ANCHOR(16'0 C.	 TY ► .)
' EXPANDED METAL LATN
TURN UP EDGES ALL
AROUND (BEE 690. NOTES
NO S, PS 2 )
BOND BEAM BLOCK S" TO °"
SPACE BETWEEN BLOCKS •
MOTE:	 INSULATION R-11 MIN. (R 30 IM UM1LATED	 AREA WALLS
2" MIGID-G LM FISENGLAS
INSULATION IN	 • MIN.)
160TE:	 INTERIOR	 SURFACES AND INSULATION	 OF ROCK	 SOX	 MUST B[
NOM-COMBU•TIBLE	 AND	 SUITABLE	 FOM	 TEMPERATURES U ► TO 200 • F
Copyright	 May 1978	 Solaron Corporation
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Jnrl
TOP
OPENING PLYWOOD
I
A
COMMERCIAL
HEAT STORAGE UNIT
WOOD
NOTE
ALL SURFACES N/ CONTACT
w1TN AIR STREAM MUST BE
COYLRE p WITH NON - COMBUSTIBLE
MATLRIALISTLLT METAL OR
OYF. BOARD )
DRY WALL OR
SHEET METAL _eoel^ PLYWOOD
-INSULATION
1..
EEE NOTE
ABOVe
:►BL 2xA
I	 1	 ili'
CHANNEL STEEL
WALL BRACE
Tm roD
\	 l\\I ^^ I	 i '^'	 / / ^OPTION DRY WALL
ON OUTSIDE Of
rinTE BELOW
	
f	 INSULATION BF_TWEEN
r*c 	 STUDS
VE	 ^^ Y„	 ^+
PLY Y/OOD
ABO  
NOTE'
BOND BEAM BLOCK MUST BE
PERPENDICULAR TO WALL
CONTAINING BOTTOM OPENINS
© Copyright
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COMMERCIAL HEAT STORAGE UNIT
ATTACHMENT DETAILS
	
004.181.E NUT	 0	 o
EXISTING WALL
1/8` OIA TI[ ROD
	 A
Ilk,
	
. • • ••
	
• • • CI A '	 ^	 ,	 ^^
	
rte-
	
_ _	
.•	 .^
O
a
(	 4 • • Lf AOUI
TIE RONS
A
2 •• n S'• S
WOOD CONSTRUCTION PLAN
0-ftr.Y• WA. 1
A
L a ..
	 A	 ,,	 • - ,	 , ,	 I D
IIT-^^
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION PLAN
(3c 	 May 197;
_
I
—bul-
	
1 0 0
(7) S/. • MA. S 10 • EXPANSION ANCHOR	 J
( R W IX BOLT 12 7 UR EQUAL)	 SECTION "A"
x
a
a
0
0
a.o
.
a	
4
.N O
Xn" VIA	 . •" LAO	 BOLT -.- -- 0
S" PENETRATION	 21" 0 C ! Q1	 a
S/B • VIA	 EXPANSION	 ANCHOR 0'	 A
(KWIX	 BOLT	 12	 l	 Oil EOUAL) V1
IS • 0 C.	 IN CENTER Of	 WALL ;	 O U
	 Q '
.aa,
JOIST HAWSER "SIMPEON" LU
76 EA	 2 • B (OR FOUAL)
	 SECTION "13"
NOD COU ►LINO
CONCRETE	 WALL	 ONINNELL f10	 IS6
j
IN
CJ
0.1	 ,^.
0
Q
S /B "DIA. 10' ALL THREAD V
BENT 90 0
 4" FROM END
9/6'DIA. EXPANSION ANCHOR
IwI	 VOLT	 5S 0 OR EQUAL)-^K
16K. 0 C	 IN CENTER Of MALL
SECTION "D"
Solaron Corporation
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METAL LATH
HEAT STORAGE
UNIT (ROCK BOX)
-"
L
OPTIONAL AIR HANDLER & DUCT LOCATIONS
COOL AIR TO 6 FROM	 NOTE: FOR USAGE SEEGENERAL NOTE 13, N. 3.
BOTTOM OF ROCK BOX
TRANSITE DUCT -^
HOT
WATER COIL
MD-2
MD-I
OPTION NO. I SOLARON \
AIR HANDLER LOCATED-'
ON SIDE Of ROCK BOX
SOLARON AIR HANDLER
SUPPORT BRACKETS
HEAT STORAGE
UNIT ( ROCK BOX)
OPTION NO 2 SOLARON
AIR HANDLER LOCATED ON
FLOOR
MD-1
MD-2
{
3
v BYPASS
0 Copyright	 May 1918	 Solaron Corporation
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METAL LATH SAMPLE
( MUST HE GALVANIZED)
8
T
6
5
4
3
2
0
© Copyright	 May 1978	 Solarcn Corporation
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TRANSITE DUCT
r---
Iw"---1 I	 T11AMt^T[ OYCT
AIR
BASE
ISOME TRIC
BOND BEAM BLOC K &
TRANSITE DUCT
DETAILS
2 WEB	 3 WEB	 DO NOT USE
BOND BEAM BLOCK	 STANDARD BLOCK
a1 e 1 Is
BOND BEAM BLOCK
( 2 WEB TYPE SHOWN)
,.5
FLOW	 ARRAY SHOWN IStYP ®	 FOR TRANSITS ONLY
APPLICATIONS ONLY
PLAN VIEW
TRANSITE DUCT DEFLECTOR- -- -1-.----__
SUPPORT BASE
	
rf^^ I
	
IL	 I{^^IL11lLU`^1JJ
BOND BEAM BLOCK ARRAY
WE TM LATH
CLAMP FOR
T GHT COMO.
TRAM51TE 01)C!
1B
70 GA SHT /IETAL
TOP	 SIDE
TRANSITE DUCT DEFLECTOR - SUPPORT
	
(^) Copyright	 May 1978
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IRECTLY SIZED ROCKS
.STHROUGH A 1 1/2"
MEN, BUT NOT
ZOUGH A 3/4" SCREEN.
X MUST
'ER SIZING.
BE WASHED
TO(
1 1/2
3/4
TOE
ROCK & SIZING METHOD
ANY ROCK USED IN THE HEAT STORAGE UNIT MUST BE CLEAN AND CONTAIN
LESS THAN 5' FINES. ROUND RIVER BED ROCK OF A 6R-KN-1TE
 TYPE IS PRE-
FERRED. HOWEVER, FRACTURED HARD ROCK MAY BE USED.
WASH ALL ROCK BEFORE IT IS INSTALLED IN THE HEAT STORAGE UNIT.
WASHING MAY TAKE PACE AT THE QUARRY OR AT THE JOB SITE. ROCK
MAY BE POURED INTO PLACE WHILE IT IS DAMP BUT SHOULD NOT BE
DRIPPING WATER. UNDER N O CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD ROCK BE WASHED
AFTER IT IS IN PLACE.
ROCK SIZING METHOD
r
© Copyright
	
May 1918
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Solaron Corporation
HEAT STORAGE UNIT
CONSTRUCTION CHECK LIST
	
..,
Refer to
O Calculate size of heat storage unit p. 4
q Determine location of storage unit p. 1
q Excavate (if required) P. 1
q Prepare and install footings P. 2
q Construct walls of storage unit P. 6-)?.
q Install tie rod thru walls of storage unit p. 7-12
q Seal interior of storage unit airtight P. ?.
q Install wall insulation in concrete box p. 6-7
q Install bond beam block (if required, install
transite duct support base and transite duct) p. 2, 7.9.10,14
q Install diamond mesh over bond beam block overlap
6" and turn up wall 12". Clamp mesh to transite
duct, if used p. 2.7,9,13,14
q Obtain rock of proper size P. 2.	 15
q Clean rock P. 2.	 15
q Fill	 rock carefully onto diamond
mesh P. 6, 8
q Fill remainder of storage unit, leave supply
opening clear and maintain 8" plenum space
with smooth surface p. 6, 8
q Caulk and install lid to seal airtight P. 2
i
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SPACE HEATING
SPACE HEATING
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SOLARON"CORPORATION
SYSTEM OWNER'S MANUAL
You are to be congratulated on what could well be the most gratifying
purchase you will ever make in your life. By reading the material
contained withi.i this manual you will be able to better understand and
appreciate not only your investment, but also your personal contribution
to help in casing the Nation's energy crisis.
CONTENTS	 PAS
• A Description of your SOLARONOSystem ............... 68
— Overview of System ............................ 68
• General System Description ......................... 69
— Collectors	 .................................. 73
— Heat Storage ................................. 74
— Solaronw Air Handling Unit ...................... 76
— Gravity-Operated Dampers ...................... 76
— Domestic Water Prcheater ....................... 76
— System Controls	 ............................. 77
— Auxiliary Heating System ....................... 77
• How to Operate your SOLARON' t Systcm .............. 81
•	 Routine Maintenance ............................ 83
• Steps to Follow to Obtain Maxin.;im Performance
from yo jr SOLARON System ...................... 84
• If your SOLARO-NoSystem Dues Not Work	 .. 86
System Installed By:
System Supplied BV:
Solaron111 is a registered trade nave of the Solaron Corporation.
CCopvright 1978 Solaron Corporation, 720 So. Colorado Blvd.,
Denver, Colorado 80221.
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A DESCRIPTION OF YOUR SOLAROWSYSTEM
Overview of System
Space hr.tUn.. with %alai enetgv ha% been the %uhiect of re%earch and
develorment to the Uniled Sinte% wtce 14% Nil  built its first %olar
h°atcd hou• c. In 1 11. 1 4 , 0 1 1. l ► It 1 iil hutll and m%talled a %ucec%.hrl %t ► lar
,tir heatrn . % v%tent in hl+ home tit Houldel, l olowelo; .t rrototvpe %v %tcm,
Aso ming. t-m-W Iting au, h.t% worked conlrnuou%Iv in ht% Denver home
since 19ti7 with no nMlor prohlcnt% and minor m.untcctante ct ►%t.
Thu%, the technolo t;v of --pate heating b y a %olar enerl;v air w%Iem has
b::n wt• 11 t icvelorrd lo • . I nutnher of vcar%.ind toultl hmw hem applied to
I.trhe w:ale o • t• it i t w.I% o coromital. Ilowever, low lowl fuel and electrical
rn:rnv Ctr•• t % th%. otlrat;rd the u•c of ► clalrtcl ► rvrrn.rve %olm heating
!., itrinit • 1 the 1 1 17; o,l and vnef`I %hortaev% Wwrl luel and elettrlclty
mire% began a rar-d tip%%md •{ltral, %olat heating became economically
comrctitivc in nt.lnt Imrt%of the world.
In emlw 107 .1, Dr. 1 i;I and %eve ► al i%%ociatvit orgamied Solartm
GIV I t ► r.111on to de%wn, nt,lnulm tore, .Intl rnarAet %ol.0 heating %y %Ient% for
re%tdcttt► .d. tonurtrrt r.tl, ,end rn,fu final hutldulp% I he tomp.tn%'% technical
clot'; dc , n;nr 1 .1 kol,ir mt hr.11nr; production mo lel, hawil on Dr. Liit'v
1.nowlr41;t• mid Oil, .itumlulaivil %rats ill pratttcal vitrerrcnce with the
1 057 ivotof% re nl Ihr lul rc%tdern e liner 1 11 7 .1, SoLuon ha%
fnrni%lied %olm hr.ttnu; %%%Irnt% tilt a lar ►;c number of rcadence% .tnd
ro..-Tierclal hnthtur;+ 1;1rout• hout the U.S.A. and ovetwa%.
The Sol Iron Corporation %olar hcating %v%lcm i+ effective in residential,
rommcnc.tl .unit miltmi!al huddrrtt;%. Air t% the cutulatrnq heat tran%Ier
meilinrn. Ili(' 11.114'rttrd 11.1t 1 1 1.11r tollctlor arraveon%m%ot.itumhmitlon
of f.ttror% lit ahttlt caul hr mounted ducal, on a
toolth I.It mv, r'a,l ,tl (•milli! tilt, wall ironer %tlrpoit % ort .I (1.11 miltl tit to
.mother .nri,d/l •
 lot,lh,tn nvm Ihr %h.It y tit heaped. n latlor y pre-
.1-m-11110t .4 .1 • h.lndln!,; nnrt ttutt.nnmr milt imaltt.tl1% .Itttmivil d.uttrer%, an
ent►on.11 done %In v..Urr llrrhe.tter .Intl i Icmvcraturc tonlrol ranrl tom-
plcic% till- sol,uon r.rt A,Irr A lull %r: c, au%rhat% conventional he.rlrnq
vv-.fem .111.1 the nt%r.Ill.ltron I.Ihor .tic provltled b y other%.
i
t
(is
COLLEeTC1Q
AQQAT ^
l
NOT AIR room---" I	 Colo AIQ	 TO
COLLECTORS Col l[C TOQ.1
HEAT
RETURN STORAGE
^^ AIR UNIT! 
r 
♦ TOP IL[NUM
I'LT[ R
SACS DAArT 2D-1
DAMPERS
*OCR-
514" TO
	
NOT	 wA1[R COIL
	
, VY BIZ[
IOTORIZ[D DAMP" -I '
AIRNANOL[Q
MOTOQIZ[D OA► 01.7	 ^^O/TOM Il[NVM
{U►►Lt AM r0 THE SLOG A 10 THE
AUXL1ARt ►EATING LIST
GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
This drawing is intended to show a typical installation and relationship of
the collectors, air handler, heat storage unit, motori/ed dampers, Back-
draft dampers and domestic water coil. The dampers us ed in solar AIR
systems are very important to the successful operation of the system.
Therefore, Solaron provides special dampers with airtight wals which arc'
designed for long life and trouble-free service. The purpose or functio.i
of each damper is described below.
• MD-I: Motorised damper. Cloves to prevent cold air from falling
from  the collector and leaking Into the system in the
"Heating from Storage Mode"
	
• MD-2:
	
Motonred damper. Closes in the "Storing Heat Mode" to
direct air to the heat storage unit.
	
BD-1:	 Backdraft damper. Closes In the "Storing Heat Mode" to
prevent reverse flow down the return air duct.
• BD-2: Backdraft damper. Closes in the "Heating from Storage
Mode" to prevent the possibility of cold air from being
drawn down from the collector and leaking into the system.
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The t sllowing arc generalized system modes of operation. The system in
your b jilding may have different design features.
Mode k Heating from Collectors
Air ! t'ie circulating heat transfer mcif tim, is drawn through the flat plate
toll , etor where it is norm.tlly heated to about 120 11 1 • 1500F. When the
sp .cc requires heat, the polar heated air is drawn through the air handling
u •.iit in which a motor y ted damper is automatically opened to direct the
I of fir t'trrnigh th;• ausilr.nv heating unit and out into the space. The air
then retrirn , to the .ollet.tor at about 70"F where it is again heated and
the cycle repeats itself.
SaarCpllactors
[HF4TFD`. ^^ SPACE\
+  SolarI
He ated
^L nplyAirAA^r ^
Hllurn
I
^
n 2
I
Aul,11 a ► Y
Meaung
Mode B. Storing; Ifeat
When the space temperature is satisfied, the automatic control system
diverts the solar hemed air into the heat storage unit where the heat is
,1b llorbell by the pehble hell. Rclatnely cool air from the bottom of the
heat stor.wc unit (i.e., norrimlly at -;OoF) returns to the collector where
it is heated,
	
f	 I
I
A.I.r
Nr Af •. • (7AA..E '. s ^ •fi e Nl JI
	
^-_	 JAR ^. .. R.,Itolw, Tee.
J. "..^ cl w• .w• .. i !<lar fill licit
. !LET i e w•p a • e•v l ! . L.•..
0
Iq
i
I t
Mode C. Heating from Stora e
At night or on cloudy days when Kolar energy is unavailable and when heat
is needed in the space, the automatic control system direct% the building
return air into the bottom of the h,at ♦forage unit, up through the pebbles
where the air rs heated, through a portion of the air handling ter t and into
the space via the auuihaiv he.iting unit 14n. When the solar heated air does
not maintain the space thermostat set4ing, the automatic control turns on
the auitiliary heater to add the required heat.
HEATED	 CE
SolarI
HealedSup I'll,
Air
L.,,
r
—t
L
Y ' .1.,^•^rY
Hteatln9
HEAT STORAGE VO41T.T0e
* at Strait t,cat-on Plow-014111
A Good Su"',I A,r 14mp -
aralure To Maat TING Bldg.
Mode D. Summer Water Heating
In the summer, when space heating is not required, air is drawn through
the collector where it is heated end then across the water heat e%changer
coil. 1he solar healed air transfers ih heat to the water which i%bcmg ter-
eulAted through the coil and the cooled air is then return bail ► to the
collector inlet.
Solar,
	
`.	 Co'lectors
	
`• ^	 COO	
,'
LED SPACE
oot oal
Icooled
	
S i r Nan,rltr __
	
{.J	
♦ ^r
Return
A,r
D t
	
'w0 ?
Dofrl671-C
water
C oil
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Mode E. Heat Pump Systems - Second Stage Heating(solar energy available)
Feat pump system• should not operate in their heating mode when the
return air temperature is high (above 750F). Therefore, on a call for
second stage heatin g, with heat pumps, the solar system is bypassed. All
the return .nr goes through the ,'ID-3 bypass damper to the indoor heat
pump unit. Note the solar energy is not wasted since it will go into storage
and he used later when there is a call for f irst stage heating.
Say ► 	 ^.^
`.	 C011 ec In,%
N •
	 HEATED SPACE
ir
a+atad/	 Suppl
Air Handle,—	
^'r1w'_
I	
C)R
e t urn
I
 11
II e 2	
MD. 3
r_ ^r	 Maurit N;-@1l'c - _-	 p 1	 "*at	 Pump
Mode F. Heat Pump Systems - Second Stage Heating (no solar)
This is the same as Mlxle E e%cept the solar air handling unit is not storing
heat. All the return air goes throu4h MD-3. As soon as there is a call for
first stage heating the %stem will heat trom storage and the system
operates as in Mode C.
FEATED SPACE
/ Au.d ary
"Called
Supply
(^\^ Qtl urn
Air
\
L1
Air
^ MD-^ II
Ma at	 Puf"D
-"	 l
c
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Collectors
The Solaron Air collector has a flat absorber and heat exchanger
plate, is internally manrfolded and insulated, is constructed of steel and is
covered by special high transmittance glaring. The solar radiation is
absorbed and converted to useful heat energy with air as the transfer
medium. The collector os suhiccfed to its most severe thermal conditions
of up to 400O F when of is in direct sunlight and the system is not
operating becaux there is no heating requirement. The collector perform-
ance is optimal it it isooiented due South and tilted at an angle of latitude
plus S to IS degrees for .pace heating and latitude minus 5 degrees for
domestic hot water heating; and man y process heat applications. A variance
of 60 degrees from due South, as an c%ample, will generally require an
additional 20 percent collector area and a S degree variation in toll from
optimum will require approumately 3 percent additional collector area.
The air flow in the Solaron collector passes beneath the absorber in a duct
that is formed by the absorber and a second metal sheet. The absorber,
therefore, is insulated bs a dead air %pace between of and the glazing. This
design makes for a more efficient collector in most applications and
protects the absorber surface from dust or other airborne contamination.
The collector utoliies a patented air manifold system to minimire field
installation labor and assure un:rurm high performance. The man ► .old
system replaces most of the ductwork normally used to interconnect
other types of air heating collectors.
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Heat Storage
The use of pebbles in the heat storage unit is particularly effective with an
air circulating solar he.ting system. The pebble bed maintains a steep
temperature stratification (i.e., hot on top and cold on the bottom).
This allows air to be provided at the highest available temperature to the
heated space from the top of the pebble bed. It also allows air to return
from the bottom of the bed to the collector at essentially room tempera.
ture. This ensures maximum efficiency of solar heat collection and
delivery.
The most efficient and least expensive heat storage device for use with a
circulating air syt t n is a hin of clean pebbles between 3/4 inch and 1'h
inches in sire. The storage volume is non sited in accordance with the
parameters illustrated. Increasing the uorage above the range of 0.50 to
0.75 cubic feet for ever y square toot of collector will have little or no
effect on increasing heat obtained from :he solar system.
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Charge Cycle*
A typical solar system during the winter starts in the morning after having
used most of the stored solar energy for the nighttime heating require-
ment. The collector outlet temperatures (and temperatures into storage)
typically peak during the middle of the day and are lower in the early
morning and late afternoon. This results in stratified layers of heat such as
120O F to 140O F at the top, approximately 140O F near the middle, 100oF
to 120OF near the bottom and 70oF at the bottom.
v
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Discharge Cycle*
Heat is extracted from the storage unit in reverse of the charge cycle.
The energy stored in the late afternoon is used first.
Energy stored at the highest temperatures during the middle of the day
is used at night during the peal, heating hours.
Energy stored from the early morning hours is used towards the end of
the peak nighttime heating hours.
• Propagation of the temperature profile through the pebble bed during
a typical chargedischarge cycle as measured in actual system operation
at Colorado State University.
The length of time that the s^stcm can heat from the solar storage unit
will vary as a function of the amuunt of solar energy available and how
cold it is outside. There can be Mmes when there will be no heat in the
storage unit (i.e. cold winter dais when ell of the N)lar energy collected
during the day is entirely used up during the same dav)•
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Solaron Air Handling Units
Solaron provides a standard factory
i	 preassemblcd air handling unit, in- 	 ••^•
eluding a blower and field installed »«
	
«.?t
motor. A separate pair of motor-
ized dampers is furnished for 	 ,0;6w
mounting in the duct system. The 	 -^7	 r	 /^'
installer attaches ducts from the	
"It;«
collector, heat storage, and auxil-
iary heating systcm to the air a	 •	 '••'•
handling unit. Certain systems may t.	 w° r t
require	 additional	 motorized
dampers.	 e	 '	 a T
The air handler can be mounted
	 \^ 1
either vertically or horizontally.
The motorized dampcis arc
mounted at convenient positions
in the ductwork between the collec-
tor and the air handler and hetween
the air handler and the au%shiry
heating system.
Gravity-Operated Dampers
A typical Solaron %%stem will
contain two gravity{operated
dampers located on the return air
side of the solar systcm. These
dampers automaticall y open when
air is blown through the ducts by
the solar systcm. However, when
the system is not operating these
dampers will automaticall y close
to prevent the cold nwht air from
leaking down the ducts and into the
heat storage unit.
Domestic Water Preheater
tr
SEE SCHEMATIC ON PA 3
This is an option which may or may not be included in your system.
The water preheater s y stcm Contains an air water heat c%changer coil, a
small water circulating pump and an insulated storage stank. During all
months of the year, hot air from the collector heats the water circulated
by the pump through the heat c%changer coil. Warmed water is collected
in the insulated storage tank, from which the regular water heater draws
its suppl%. The preheater is replenished from the cold water line. A
simple control turns the pump on w hen solar heated air is being delivered
from the collector. While mans sy stems have two domestic water tanks,
certain system Jesigns require only one.
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Syst-m Controls
As part of the complete heating system, Solaron furnishes an automatic
control system, including the necessary sensors and switches. The
controller acts to shift the system automatically from one mode of
operation to another, as required. The control sy stem turns on the blower
for collector operation when the sun is providing enough energy for
storage or use. It also controls the blower in the auxiliary heating unit
when air circulation to the heated space is required. The controller shifts
operation between heating the building space and storing heat during a
sunny day, and later acts to circulate heated air through the storage into
the building at night. In addition, the control system turns on the auxiliary
furnace when more heat is required than the solar collector or heat storage
can furnish.
v	 ^
iL,,OILARON /j
CONTROL UNIT
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Auxiliary Heating System
Every solar heated building requires a full sire, auxiliary heating unit
which uses locally asailable fuel (electricity, gas, oil, wood, propane, etc.).
Because Solaron's solar heating s y stem% use air as the circulating heat
transfer medium, the$ arc easily integrated into eomentlonal air distribu-
tion systems.
f	 The auxiliary unit must be sized to furnish the entire building heating load
on the coldest day of the year.
' The auxiliary heating is furnished by gas, oil, or electric duct heaters or
hydronie coils mounted in the comentional duct system. The automatic
damper system in the Solaron air handler will autor,mtieally respond by
directing air to the space or to storage, as requueJ. Control interlock
between the solar »stem and the comentional heating unit utilizes
standard temperature control prachccs.
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The following information sets forth a detailed description of the control
logic to operate a Solaron .stem. You should refer to the following
system schematic and the legend to assist in understanding this section.
There are two models of Solaron controllers used in most Solaron systems:
1.) For use with conventional heating systems (which may include air
conditioning).
2.) For use with most conventional heat pump auxiliary systems.
I. SOLAR ENERGY AVAILABLE. When a 40O F differential is achieved
between sensors Tco (collector outlet) and Tci (collector inlet), the
following events take place:
A. Storing Heat • no demand for space heating.
1. Differential thermostat in controller will energize control
circuit to: open MD-1; turn of Solaron air handler blower;
turn on hot water pump (uptional);closc MD-2.
B. First Stare Hating - demand for solar heat in spate.
1. The controller circuit will: turn on auxiliary unit fan (auxil-
iary heat source is off); open MD-2.
C. Second Stage Heating - demand for additional heat (auxiliary).
1. The conventional space heating control circuit will bring
on the auxiliary heat source (gas, electric, oil, etc.).
2. The heat pump control circuit will bring on the heat pump
compressor and full y open MD-3. (Note: MD-2 closes on
second stage for heat pump.)
0. Third Stage Heating (heat pump applications onlv).
1. A second thermostat will bring on electric resistance strip
heating elements in au%dijrs heating unit. (An outdoor
temperature sensor may be used instead of a second
thermostat.)
r
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SYSTEM SCHEMATIC
Sequence of Operation
MODE MO.1 MO . 2 80 . 1 80 . 2 0 . 1 0 . 2 AHU AUX AID-3
HestlnE from Collector O O O 0 O C On On 0
Hcating from Storaxt L O O C O C Off On A
Storing Ncat O C C O O C On Off A
WAW HeAfing(Summer) O C C C C O On Off A
Air Conditioning and Water Heating () C C C C O	 1 On I On •
O : Damper is Open C	 DAmper n Closed 0 = Set k10 . 3 desi{n Criteria
pT Differential thcrmosut MD-1 Motorized Dampers
Tei Temperature sensor collector inlet MD-2
TC0 Temperature sensor collector outlet MD-3
BD-1 Backdraft Dampers
Ts Temper ature sensor ruck bin storage BD 2
Tw Temperature Sensor water Link D-1 Manual Dampers
W1 First stage of heat (Solar) D.2
W2 St;ond stage of heat (auxiliary) AHU Air Handling Unit
I
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11. SOLAR ENERGY NOT AVAILABLE. When the differential between
Tao and Tci drops to 25OF or less the following takes place:
A. The conventional space heating control circuit will: close M0.1;
turn off air handler blower; turn off hot water pump (optional);
open MD-2.
B. First Stage Heating - demand for stored solar heat in span.
1. When Ts sensor (heat storage box) is above 90 0F, the con-
ventional space heating control circuit will automatically
bring on the auxiliary heating unit to ensure a minimum
supply air temperature which will avoid the sensation of
drafts. (Note: The heating system will still be circulating
air through the heat storage unit to ensure all of the solar
energy is used.)
C. Second Stage Heating (same as K above).
D. Third Stage Heating (same as 1-D above) - heat pump only.
111. DOMESTIC WATER HEATING
A. Winter operation permits domestic water to be preheated any
time the system i% surfing heat. The sensor Tw will shut off the
hot water pur n when %et point temperature of 140OF (can be
adjusted) in the Jomestic water storage tank is reached.
B. Summer operation permits the Tw sensor, when satisfied, to shut
down the hot water pump and Solaron air handler and close
MD-1 until water temperature in the storage tank drops 1SoF
below set point of Tw.
IV. AIR CONDITIONING
A. Solar available - Svstcm preheats domestic water, auxiliary system
cools space as dem.tnd is dictated by thermostat and MD-3 opens
fully.
S. Solar unavailable: Auxiliary system operates as in IV-A above and
the solar air handler and domestic water pump arc off.
80
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HOW TO OPERATE YOUR SOLAROWSYSTEM
The Solaron system is simple to operate. All you have to do is set the
thermostat to the de ,,ired temperature. The automatic control system will
do the rest. We recommend that to obtain the most benefit from your
solar system you reduce the thermostat temperature setting to 65OF
(180Q or less at night during the coldest period of the year when the
storage will typically be depleted before morning. (Heat pump auxiliary
units ma$ be left at one temper.turc setting. Consult your heat pump
supplier for sctbacn information.)
For the rest of the year, to minimize auxiliary energy usage, the thermo-
stat should not be set back at night. If it is reduced, the usage of backup
fuel may actually be increased. The system is designed to turn on the
auxiliary system when there is a two degree (or more) difference in the
temperature of the heat space and the thermostat setting. Accordingly,
when you increase the thermostat setting in the morning, the auxiliary
heating system could he turned on even though there may still be suffi-
cient heat (solar) in storage.
Winter - Summer Operation
Many solar systems have two operating cycles. Th y winter cycle is for
heating your home and preheating the domestic hot water (if you selected
this option). The summer cycle is only for preheating the domestic hot
water. The systcm controller has a switch which is visible from the outside.
You should move this switch to the desired operating cycle. The system
controller is typically located in the mechanical room, near the air-moving
equipment. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO RLMOVE THE COVER OF THE
SYSTEM CONTROLLLR TO MAKE THIS ADIUSTMENT.
A typical system may also have one or more dampers which must be
changed at the same time. See schematics on pages 13, 4, 5 and 6 for the
location of these dampers 0-1 and D-2. These dampers are generally
manually operated. 1hcw Jampers are not supplied by Solaron so you
should have the installer explain how t,) operate the dampen he selected
for your system, It THE OAMPLR IS SET IMPROPLRLY YOU MAY
GET NO STORED lii_AT IN THI WINTER WHEN YOU NEED IT OR
YOU MAY STORE HLAT IN THL SUMMER WHEN YOU DO NOT
NEED IT. Some locations may require heat to be stored in the summer
due to night neateng needs,
I'11
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Optional System Monitor
Your system may have an optional "System Monitor" which would typi-
cally be installed near the thermostat. Six operati(ws are monitored and
will indicate which functions of the sysh m arc operating. Typically the
monitor will show the simultaneous operation of more than one function.
IJ .^Y 7i17
O ^rM7
v-..... r
0 err
gOU1Fip1^
A light by these operations indicates the following functions.
System On: System is ready to operate. If this light is not on
then check circuit breaker or lux boa. If the light
still is not on then call serviceman.
Solar Collecting: Power is being supplied to the solar air handler,
the blower motor is operating and air is circulating
through the collector.
Water Prchcating: Power is being supplied to the water pump and the
domestic hot water preheat is operating. This
operation will function only if you selected this
option.
Solar Heating: Solm heat is bring supplied to the house. If solar
collection light is also on then heat is bring supplied
direetIN by the collector; otherwise, heat is bring
cupplicd Irom storage. It autiliary heating light is
,11k0 on then the solar system is supplying part of
heat requirement.
' a	 Auxiliary Heating:	 Autiliary heating system is operating.
C. sa i nt.
	
	
This operates only ;' the house has conventional
air conditioning.
1
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ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
The Solaron system require% only minimal upkeep for economical and
long-lasting operation. We recommend that a qualified serviceman cheek
the operation of the system twice a year. The system inoaller will either
perform this service for you or will recommend a Serviceman.
BE SURE TO DISCONNECT ELECTRICITY BEFORE SERVICING
ANY ELECTRICAL COMPONLNTS (controller, air handler, dampers,
etc.).
The minimum maintenance requirements to he done are described below:
Solaron Air Handler Model AU0400 AND AUOS00
Blower Motor Visually check motor to confirm which type
you have. DO NUT OVE ROIL.
Type 1 — Permanently scaled bearings • no
eil required.
Type 2 - Motor with oil cups • oil twice a
year (*20 S.A.L. nondctergcnt oil).
Blower Bearing s Perm.nently seated . no oil required.
V-Belt Check wear and tension, replace if necessary.
^^^„^ DAMPER
s m.at
v,`  
LINKAGE
aost -- -^ ^A LIT
moron nsw/no^^T^	
_ _ r^ ^ ►'	 ^— DAMPER11Oou11 MOTOR
Solaron Motorized Dampers
Damper Motors oil tsi.ice a year (*10 S.A.E. nondetergcnt
oil, %intilar to 0465 Anderol or Go odlight
*10oif). UONOT OVI.R OIL.
Csmper Linkage Check play and tension of all push rods and
arms. Check d.!ry ifwr closing for tight seal.
Readjust it needed. Oil {%some as damper
motor above).
Water Pump The Grundlos circulation pump rcouires no
oiling since it is water lubricated durin}1
normal operation. Your s y stem will have a
water pump only it the domestic water
preheat option is selected.
Filters These should he chanved twice dearly or
more often it coondition% w, l frant. It is im-
portant that tillers he .Iran it the system is
to operate cltii tends. New sssiern owners
should change, hltcrs after the first lour
weeks of operation.'
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STEPS TO FOLLOW TO OBTAIN MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
FROM YOUR SOLARON"SYSTEM
Estimates of system performance are typically based on average weather
bureau data accumulated over many years. Yearly variations are to be
expected because of changes such as solar radiation available, tempe-;I•
tures, wind conditions and living habits.
• The amount of heat supp' ; • I by the solar system will vary by month. For
example, a system designed to supply 60 percent of the ANNUAL heating
requirement may supply only 25 percent in the coldest month of the i ear
and virtually all the heating requirements in the spring, summer and fall.
If a system is supplying only 25 percent of the heating requirement for a
month, then most of the heat produced by the solar collector that month
will be supplied directly to the heated space during the day and very little,
if any, heat will be retained in storage for use at night.
[CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF THE ANNUAL FUEL SINGS PERCENTAGE
too 4. OF TWE TEAAL, "CAI RO LOAD
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SOL AN	 ! •r.
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`too".	 SPACE WEd10410 LOAD AS A wMCT-O%Or
SYS	 •r nrt Or rK TEAR
A S O W D J r w A M
T..wP AT ►A/
BULD ING	 rl( LOAD VAA(S wir. • INC T1%E n TWE •CAA TWC SOLAN PSTr"
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SWOULD K`Pw4LT K SIZED TO AOVID[ ?S•r. TO 1! •0. Or TM[
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----	 •Art TWC 100 .1. STSrEM WAS A LAM[ AwOUbT Or WONOILIZ[D
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tTo improve the effectiveness of your solar system you should do the
following:
• Insulate your house. Consult local insulation suppliers for exact R value
recommended for your area.
• Use double pane glass or storm windows.
• Remember foat many fireplaces waste heat when they are in use.
• Keep fireplace dampers closed when not in use.
• Run exhaust f • i for minim oim time.
• Keep windows and doors closed during heating season.
• Set thermostat at maximum of 70O F (21 0C) during day and maximum
of 65OF (180C) at night only during the coldest period of the year.
See section on "Now to Operate Your Solaron System" for a descrip-
tion of the problems of improper night setback.
• Caulk your house to minimize air leaks.
• Minimize usage of electrical, fuel oil and/or gas operated appliances.
What may appear as fuel usage may also be increased usage of other
appliances.
• Insulate the preheat water tank and hot water tank, if tanks are not
supplied with adequate insulation.
• Insulate hot water lines.
• Note that the collectors are free from shading.
You should contact vour serviceman only after concluding that you have
done everything possible to conserve energy.
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IF YOUR SOLAROWSYSTEM DOES NOT WORK
To obtain assistance you should:
• First, contact the system installer. If you do not know the company's
name then call your builder.
• If your system installer should not be readily available, then contact
any installer of Solaron equipment (see telephone Yellow Pates).
• If you need further assistance, contac, the nearest Solaron distributor
(see telephone Yellow Pages).
• Should all efforts to obtain heal assistance not be successful, then
contact:
SolaroneCorporation
300 Gallcria Tower
720 So. Colorado Boulevard
Denver, Colorado 80222
Telephone (303) 7594101
Due to Solaron's's continuing solicy of p• .,duct improvement, products
and specifications may change wilisuut notice.
1
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SYSTEM DRAWINGS
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